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Drug Bust Cracks LongwoocTs Image 
By Derick Richard 
Ethnic Perspectives Editor 
Several students have been 
arrested by a special task force 
created to combat the drug prob- 
lem in the Longwood/l'armville 
community. 
This special team is a combi- 
nation of various police teams, 
including our own campus po- 
lice. Even though the team is 
small in number, they are manag- 
ing to apprehend suspects be- 
lieved to be using and/or selling 
illegal drugs. 
I .ongwood students are begin- 
ning to feel the heat from the drug 
task force. In an interview with 
Officer Ellington of the larmville 
Police Department, he related 
several cases of drug use or pos- 
minimum sentence for such a 
charge in Virginia is five years. 
He could serve as much as forty 
years and pay a fifty thousand 
dollar fine 
In an interview with Coles he 
stated that he was treated wrongly 
by the police ami I ongwoodCol- 
lege. He said, "Because the inci- 
dent made I.ongwood look bad, 
they wanted to make an example 
of me." 
"'Ihe drugs were not mine and 
I told them that, bill thc\ refused 
to listen. They wanted me to pay 
lor something I had no control 
over. I cannot see, I am totally 
blind, but yet they hold me re- 
"Longwood would rather 
protect its wonderful im- 
age than the rights of one 
Of itS Students." Carrington Coles 
session. 
On October 24, around the 
hour of two a.m. police entered 
the room of Mr. Carrington Coles, 
a resident of Frazer. They pro- 
ceeded to look for drugs and found 
crack cocaine and marijuana with 
an estimated street value of 
$1,500. 
Coles was charged with pos- 
session and intent to distribute. 
Officer Ellington stated that Coles 
had been watched for several 
weeks due to a tip from a confi- 
dential source and that a search 
warrant was obtained. 
Police believe that the drugs 
found were brought in that night 
from a drug run from the Norfolk 
area. When asked if there were 
other students being watched for 
possible future actions, there was 
no comment. 
When asked if the fact that 
Coles was blind and that several 
other individuals had access to 
his room led them to believe that 
he was not working alone, there 
was no comment. 
According to Phyllis Mable, 
Vice President of Student Allan s, 
Longwood has no official com 
ment on the matter. 
Coles was immediately re- 
moved from the institution by Ihe 
college administration and his 
court hearing is pending.     Ihe 
sponsible for drugs left in my 
room when I was not there. It is 
ridiculous, no it is a shame." 
"It's a shame that Longwood 
would rather protect its wonder- 
ful image than the rights of one of 
its students. I am gone now, 
Longwood has dismissed me for 
they feel I am a danger to myself, 
someone else and Longwood 
College." 
"There have been cases of 
drugs found on our campus be- 
fore, more than anyone cares to 
mention, but no one has been 
removed from the institution. 
Instead it is pushed under the 
Longwood rug and is never seen 
again." 
Just days prior to the arrest of 
Coles the task force apprehended 
Drug use infiltrates many spheres of campus life 
yet another student in rabb. Mr. 
Peter Gillis was found with a si nail 
amount of marijuana. He faces 
up to a year in jail and a thousand 
dollar line. 
According to Gillis, he will be 
permitted to complete this 
semester's coursework, but as ol 
the beginning of the Spring 1993 
semester he is suspended as a 
result of a Judicial Hoard hearing 
of his case 
In a conversation with ajudi 
cial board member, it was stated 
that this semester's case load has 
been filled with charges ol drug 
use oi possession. 
4. 
Fraternity ousted 
for racial slur 
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ATHENS, (la. (CPS) — A racial slur 
in a pledge pamphlet has resulted in 
a fraternity being suspended from 
the I Iniversity of (leorgia campus 
loi an indefinite period. 
University officials discovered 
dial a printed pamphlet for Pi Kappa 
Phi fraternity contained the phrase 
"no niggers." An investigation re 
vested that some fraternity members 
knew about Ihe slur and chose to do 
nothing about it. 
More than l.(KK) Mudentl signed 
a petition demanding that the frater- 
nity be ousted from campus The 
petition was started by the 
university's chapter ol Ihe National 
Association lor the Advancement ol 
Colored People 
rite suspension resulted from an 
<)ct. 22 hearing In which ihe fratet 
nily exercised its option to have die 
case heard by an administrative ol 
lieer rather Ihan a siudciil panel 
I he fraternity can apply us rein 
statement during the summer ol I'I'M 
"I Intend Ihe time dui tag this MIS 
pension to be spent learning and 
teat lung die \alue ol diversity in B 
modem university and to satisfy the 
expectations announced by your na- 
tional organization and your local 
alumni," wrote William Bracewell, 
dueeloi  ol judicial programs who 
set ved as hearing ol i icet t m ihe t ase 
Pi Kappa Phi president lames 
"Tripp" Ackerman in appeared .ii a 
recent meeting with the Black ( neck 
Council and readastaiement of apol- 
ogy by die pamphlet's author, ind 
said the fraternity did not condone 
the material. 
■?i he offensive statement was not 
condoned by the chapter president or 
the biodiei hood.'' Ackci man said "1 
regret dial dus situation may have 
caused others to form negative opin 
ions about the I ambda chapter, ihe 
Greek community ix the I Iniversity 
ol (ieorgia community as a whole " 
(continued on p 
■?
ROTC conducts training exercises 
In the last two weeks, I ongwood 
College Reserve Officers rraining 
Corps(R () T.C Ihascoiiducicdlliicc 
training exercises, both on and off 
, ampus 
llu R.O.1 (' program prepares 
students for commissioning in ihe 
United stales Army, as well as fa 
uiili.iri/ing  students  who have  no 
wish to pin.ue i miiii,u v career with 
ihe role ihe army plays In protecting 
our nation 
I luring the weekend ol Novem- 
lets at Ion A I' Hill, lo- 
cated n a. Fredcrickxhurg. VA.. 
leal ned    about    garrison    life, 
mnpelling, the Mir. rlllc, and die 
M-60niachinegun Cadets also com- 
pleted an assault course and had the 
opportunity to experience flying in a 
helicopter 
"Riding in the Dlackhawk was 
wordi the trip." commented Steve 
McKeown. 
Monday found students Irom 
many R.O.T.C classes rappelhng 
irom a National Guard heUcoptet 
onto Her field A good-si/cd crowd 
gathered to watch as lellow students 
lump Irom heights equal to die riM 
ol Curry and I raaer. 
Well-trained by the R.O.T.C m 
sinieicHs. all cadets safely and sue- 
eessiuilv reached the I'jrtit 
This Saturday, a grou f 21 stu- 
dents look a morning trip to Port 
Picked, Virginia 
"It was the hardest thing I ever did 
in my life, but it was very fulfilling. 
" said sophomore Glenn Baron 
''Teamwork was very Important It 
was difficult, but I felt incredible 
When finished 
Signing up for a military seienee 
course, says one member of the 
KO I c program, does not entail an 
obligation to ton die army. How- 
ever, it does give one an opportunity 
to challenge onescll, leant exciting 
skills, and eii|oy participating in 
events like rappelhng 
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Liberty and Justice For Whom? 
No one said this school was 
perfect, except perhaps an ad- 
ministrator or two. But injus- 
tices go on here every day. Most 
are small, unnoticed and seem- 
ingly hurts no one, hut then 
there are others. 
Some people will always find 
something to complain about - 
• indeed most of us have to 
admit to that fault. Rut some 
issues cannot he ignored, and 
discussion is vital to correcting 
all problems. 
Some people (mostly 
Longwood officials) feel that 
the paper deals too much in the 
negative and not enough in the 
positive. We disagree. The 
Rotunda has gone from the 
"rah-rah" paper of the past, 
merely a glorified newsletter 
for the publicity department 
of the ('ollege, to a paper re- 
sponsible for reporting the 
news, no matter what forms it 
takes. 
We are often approached 
by students wishing to have an 
issue voiced in the paper. To 
them, their concerns are very 
important and we agree. Here 
are some of a few brought forth: 
What is verbal abuse? It 
depends on who you are here 
at lyongwood. Would a black 
student being called a "Nigger" 
constitute verbal abuse? We 
say Yes, but our fine school 
Says no. 
There have been several ra- 
cial incidences on camous in 
which the victim had no 
chance to redress the situa- 
tion. lnsomecasesl.ongv.otKl 
disavowed its own policy and 
refused to allow a student the 
right to file charges. 
Does a female being called 
a "Slut" qualify as verbal 
abuse? "Yes!" quoth 
l.ongMtMKl. and for that we 
are thankful - no one deserves 
the pain andstigmathat comes 
along with any such title. 
Now here is an issue 
Long wood wishes to have 
hushed up: Drugs, Drugs and 
more Drugs. Yes, here on our 
campus. Surprise! 
Recently, I on n wood has 
been rocked with various 
forms of harmful substances. 
II came in all forms, both 
legal and illegal. From crack 
cocaine to marijuana and 
Jempson seeds, all of which 
have had a negative effect on 
the lives of our fellowstudents. 
I ,nngw(MKl has a policy that 
enables the school to immedi- 
ately dismiss a student if it 
feels that he or she is a danger 
to him/herself, the community 
or the institution. l.ongwtKKi 
has used this policy this se- 
mesterforadrugoffense. This 
is a fair policy if it applies to 
all students, hut it does not. 
I ongwtMMl trains its Judi- 
cial and Honor Hoard mem- 
bers to be consistent and view 
each offense as the same (i.e. 
sii.iliiii' a ten dollar calcula- 
tor is the same as stealing a 
hundred dollar radio). 
After all, a theft is a theft. 
Just as an illegal substance is 
an illegal substance. Moni- 
tory value or the belief that "a 
little marijuana is O.K." does 
not go along with what ad- 
ministrators are saying toour 
parents and the onlooking 
public. But some students get 
special treatment from ad- 
ministration, be it negative or 
positive. For example, last 
semester a highly placed cam- 
pus leader was potentially go- 
ing to be charged with a judi- 
cial board violation. 
The Rotunda is not in any 
way attempting to condemn 
this individual for the act he 
was initially accused of. We 
are concerned only with the 
manner in which this situa- 
tion was handled by the col- 
lege. 
Before charges were 
brought about, one of the col- 
lege Vice Presidents made a 
personal visit to the injured 
party, requesting that they al- 
low time for an investigation 
by that administrator before 
formally tiling charges. How 
many of us would get such 
great service from the college? 
Why can't l.ongwond 
practice what it preaches? We 
as students must abide by their 
policies, so why shouldn't 
thev? 
Quotable: 
"The people never give up their liberties but 
under some delusion." 
—Edmond Burke 
All opinions expressed in unsigned editorials presents the majority opinion of the editorial board. 
Collegiate Times 
Hot dogs held responsible 
for societies ills By Hope A. Jones Rotunda Stall 
When I was hut a young'n, I 
exhibited certain behavioral charac- 
teristics which have blossomed as 1 
have. I was (old two things, con- 
stantly.— 
I. I had an "active imagination." 
and 
2. I couldn't lie still during nap 
time (I was nicknamed "wiggle 
worm"). 
These, hm, virtues (as I like to call 
them) have followed me up the lad- 
der towards adulthood. Actually, 
they still have a great deal of influ- 
ence on most of my day to day activi- 
ties. 
My "active imagination" has led 
me to form opinions and theories. 
My most recent theory (still un- 
der construction) is die Youth-Pa- 
rental Unit Expiration by Hot Dog 
Syndrome (YPUEHDS). 
I am under the assumption that 
hot dogs have become dangerous 
victuals for the youth of today. 
I am not focusing on the group of 
18-23 year olds, but on those just 
below us: die 10-17 year olds. 
Mot dogs are Uie essential easy 
meal for this age group and are nearly 
the worst packaged lood one can eat. 
The Pood and Drug Administration 
claims hot dogs are so vile, only one 
per year can be acceptable to die 
body. 
But wail! Aren't hot dogs fed 
indiscriminately to teething babies, 
and popped into microwaves across 
America in time for the " Alter School 
Special"? "Death Dogs"at Par-Bill's 
\are extremely popular and precious 
around midnight on die weekends, 
llie youth of America are swarmed 
with hot dogs! 
What is (his doing to the human 
body7 What can all that Spam-like 
meat ends be doing to our youth's 
system? 
Here's where my theory comes 
in. I believe dial whatever this foul 
substance is in IK>( dogs is making 
this same group of 10-17 year olds 
responsible lor establishing a trend 
of killing their parents. 
Yes. (his disgusting lack of val- 
ues and current trend of parental kill- 
ings can be blamed on hot dogs. 
It makes perfect sense. I low many 
of those parents olf-handedly re- 
marked to their kid "Nuke a 'dog for 
dinner—Mom and 1 will be late "7 
And how many of these kids were 
weaned off the bottle only S9 have a 
hot dog to replace it when teething? 
The absence of parental guidance 
in this sodety has given this budding 
generation no virtues to experience 
Where's Dad? One might argue 
dial he's never been a domestic, but 
isn't it about lime? Where's Mom' 
frying to supplement Dad's pay- 
check. 
This backlash to the double in- 
come family is harsh. Parents arc 
dying in a sick pattern, and an easy 
scapegoat is llie hot dog. So my 
theory of YPUEHDS goes on. un- 
challenged. 
My wiggle-wonn problem, how- 
ever, kept me up tonight, formulat- 
ing this theory for the public con- 
cern. I guess I'll never grow up.  J 
The Low State of Higher Education 
Ry Kolx-rt J. Sumuelson 
You should treat lightly the loud 
cries now coming from colleges and 
universities that the last bastion of 
excellence in American education is 
being gutted by suite budget cuts and 
mounting costs Whatever else it iv 
higher education is mil a bastion ol 
excellence It is shot through with 
waste, lax academic stand.nils and 
mediocre teaching and scholarship 
True, ilk' economic pressures — 
from the Ivy I .caguc to slate sv steins 
— are intense 1 AM year nearly two 
thirds ol schools had to make mid 
u .ii spending cuts to slay within 
their budgets It is also tnic tas 
univcisit\ presidents ami ileans ar- 
gue) that alieving those pressures 
manly by raising tuitions and cut 
ting onuses will make inatlcis win sc 
Students will pay more ami gel less 
llie university presidents and deans 
waul to be spared luillici govern 
maWbudgetCUIS   Ihcn case is weak 
I ligliei education is a bloated eniei 
prlBt. Too many prolessois do too 
little ic.klung to loo many ill pre- 
pared students I 'osis can be cut and 
QJUaHt) Improved without reducing 
tin- niiintx-i ot graduates Many col 
leges and universities should shrinh 
Sonic should go out ol business 
Consult i 
Except loi elite SCIUHIIS. .K.UICIIIU 
standards an; km  About 70 percent 
ot freshmen M rout yeai colleges 
and univeisitic-s attend then rirsi 
choice schools Rough!) 20 percent 
go to then second choices   Most 
schools have eager!) hoostedenroll 
meats to maximize revenues (tuition 
and state subsidies) 
Dropout rates sre high One hall 
or mine Ireslunen don't get degrees 
A recent itad) oi iti I > programs at 
id major universities (including 
Harvard  Stanford and > tie) also 
IIHIIHI high drop mil i.ilcs lix doe- 
loral candidates 
I lie attrition aiming undergradu- 
ates bpartkulariy surprising because 
college standards save apparendy 
(alien < >nc Studyol seven top schools 
(Including Ambarst, Duke and the 
University of Michigan) found wide- 
spread grade inflation. In 1963, ball 
ot ISM students in mtlDduCtorj phi- 
losophy courses got a U- or wont 
B) 1986,001) 21 percent did, n clue 
ichools have relaxed standards, the 
practice isalmoxl surel) widespread 
faculty teaching loath)have fallen 
ste.uliK linCC llie P'otK    In inaioi 
universities.senkn i.unity members 
often do less duui i« ,> bout sol lew h 
ing nei day   Professors are "social 
izcd io publish, ic.ich graduate slu 
dents and spend as little tune ICSK D 
mg [undergraduates] as possible.*' 
COW huks I.IMK-S I an weatliei ol I Vim 
State Universit) In a new uud) 
I .units |>.i\ consisksMl) risesasun 
dergradume teaching loads drop 
Universities have encouraged so 
almost mindless explosion o| gradu- 
ate degrees Since I960, the number 
of masters degrees awarded annu- 
ally has risen more duui fourfold SO 
337.000   Between 1965 and 1989, 
the annual number ol MBAl wnas- 
teis in business administration) 
lumped from 7,6<X) to 73.100 
Our ss stem has Strengths It boasts 
many lop-notch schools and allows 
almost any one to go to college   But 
mediocrit) is pervasive w*e push as 
many lieshmen as possible tlnough 
tin- door, regardless ol their qualifi- 
cations Because bachelors degrees 
an so common, we create more 
graduate degrees oi dubious worth. 
Hoes anyone believe the Mlt \ eg. 
plosion has unproved management' 
You won't hear much ibout this 
from college deans 01 university 
presidents the) created ihi> mess 
and are us higgesi beneficiaries. 
1 arge enrollments ttuppon i.„ 
nines Mem graduate stikk'nts liber- 
ate (enured faculty from undergradu- 
ate leaching to concentrate on writ- 
ing and research: die source of sta- 
tus. Richard Huber. a former college 
dean, writes knowingly in a new book 
("How professors play the Cat (iuard- 
ing the Cream: Why We're Paying 
More and (letting Ix-ss in Higher 
lulucalion"): 
"Presidents, deans and trustees 
... call for more recognition of good 
leaching with prizes and salary in 
cenlives. The reality is closer to the 
experience of Harvard University's 
distinguished paleontologist Stephen 
Jay Gould: To be perfectly honest, 
though lip service is given to leach- 
ing, I have never seriously heard 
leaching considered in any meeting 
for promotion... . Writing is the 
currency of prestige and promo 
lion.'" 
About four-fifths of all students 
attend stale-subsidized systems, from 
community colleges to prestigous 
universities. How governors and state 
legislatures deal with their budget 
pressures will be decisive Private 
schools will, for belter or worse, be 
influenced by slate actions Hie states 
need to do three things. 
l-'irst create genuine entrance re- 
quirements Today's low standards 
tell high school students: You don't 
have SO work hard to go to college 
States should change die message by 
raising tuition sharply and coupling 
the increase with generous scholar 
ships based on merit and income 111 
gel scholarships, students would have 
to pass meaningful entrance exams 
Ideally, the scholarships sliould be 
available for use al in-state private 
IChOOlS.     All  schools would then 
compete h* students on the basis ol 
academiccjualit) amlcosts I oday's 
system of general tuition subsidies 
provides aid to well-to-do families 
thai don't need it or unqualified stu- 
dents who don't deserve it. 
Next, stales should raise faculty 
leaching loads, mainly at four-year 
schools. (Teaching loads at commu- 
nity colleges are already high.) This 
would cut costs and re-emphasi/e 
the primacy of teaching at most 
SChooll. What we need arc teachers 
who know their fields and can coin- 
municatc enthusiasm to students Not 
all professors can be path-breaking 
scholars Ine excessive emphasis 
on scholarship generates many un- 
read hooks and mediocre articles in 
academic journals. "You can't do 
more of one |research| without less 
of the other [teaching)," says 
I airweather. "People are working 
hard — it's just where they're work- 
ing." 
Finally, states should reduce or 
eliminate the least useful graduate- 
programs. Journalism (now dubbed 
"communications"), business and 
education are prime candidates A 
lot of what they leach can — and 
sliould — be learned on the job. If 
colleges and universities did a better 
job of teaching undergraduates, there 
would be less need lor graduate de- 
grees 
()ur colleges and universities need 
to provide a better education to de- 
serving students Ihis may mean 
smaller enrollments, but given 
today's attrition rates, the number of 
graduates need not drop. Higher 
education could become a bastion of 
excellence if we only try. 
This article is reprinted from the 
Washington Post Distributed by the 
Collegiate Network, a program of 
the Madison Centti fur Educational 
<:rs. 
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COMMENTARY 
Your Opinion 
The Rotunda welcomes letters from all members ofthe Longwood College 
community on issues of public interest. Letters must be typewritten or 
printed, of 450 words or less, and must include the writers name, address, 
and telephone number. l"his information is for verification purposes only. 
The writer's name will be printed with his or her letter unless the Rotunda 
is requested and given a valid reason to withhold that information We 
reserve the right to edit the length and content of letters. 
Letters should be sent to: 
Editor in ('hid 
The Rotunda 
I .ongwood College Box 2901 
Farmville, VA. 2,vxw 
Library's effectiveness questioned 
Honesty is really the best policy     L.U.R.E. invites hall participation 
Editor, Rotunda: 
What is the purpose of the new 
library? Certainly the purpose is not 
to assist students in gathering neces- 
sary Information needed to complete 
assignments- at least not from my 
experiences 
What is the purpose ofthe library 
staff.' These are question I have yet 
to find and answer to. Maybe the 
lack of staff confuses the purpose ol 
the staff. 
Where ;ire the new books and 
access to more resources for research 
purposes' I mean, when I think of a 
new library, I picture shelves full of 
valuable books and a variety of jour- 
nals pertaining to the curriculum here 
at Longwood. I am not asking for a 
library to have everything, but the 
old library, Lancaster, offered ac- 
cent to more information Students 
did not have to wait for someone to 
go in the basement to bring up books. 
It is very frustrating 10 try to re- 
search topics in the library using the 
computers and the book you want to 
check out read: status:: has not been 
checked in since 1W7. When the 
librarians are confronted about limit's 
like this, they have no answer. Why 
not reorder these hooks that have not 
been returned lor over five years' 
Evidently the hooks are not coming 
back! 
Another thing. 1 do not appreciate 
the new computers in the library- 
don'I gel me wrong _ like Inlotrac. 
Social Science, and I'syclil . But 
they are useless without the Jour- 
nals. What good are the new com- 
puters when the journals are not avail- 
able in the library'.' More than a few 
journals are listed as: "I ibrary does 
not subscribe to this journal." 
I think the concern of the people 
responsible for designing and fur- 
nishing the library were more con- 
cerned with modernizing the cam- 
pus rather than providing the stu- 
dents with belter access to the re- 
sources we need as college students 
My frustration is not directed to- 
wards the staff of die library, but to 
the administration, who have care- 
lessly chosen to spend my tuition and 
the tuition of many other students 
Mow much of my tuition was put 
toward this new library? Well. I am 
BOt satisfied! 
Mi.iiinSL llamlin 
Editor, Rotunda: 
Does this situation seem familiar 
to you? What are you doing tonight' 
Drinking of course, and so are you. 
But I am underage So what! Who 
Cams? If anyone asks, say you are 
twenty-one. 
But here is where (hat person is 
wrong The Longwood College 
1 lonor Board cares a lot and we take 
a serious stand to abide by um I knot 
Code. 
It is had enough to break a con 
duct standard (also known as the 
policies ) ofthe Honor Code; but do 
not compound the problem with a 
lie. 
With the exception of one case 
held over from the previous semes 
ter. every case for the first five weeks 
of school (Honor Board meets 
weekly) has dealt with one issue 
The issue is that of lying and 
underage drinking. All cases are 
different and treated individually, 
but never has the board has so many 
CSA president clarifies views 
l-ditoi, Rotunda: 
I Inderstanding that a collegiate 
newspaper is the training ground 
for budding journalists, I am writ- 
ing to clarify the story in your Octo- 
ber 5th issue ("Conflict Ensues Al 
ter Directory Completed"). Ac- 
cording to the article, the contro- 
versy is that no money is taken from 
commuter activity fees to include 
commuter students in (he Student 
Directory. In fact, the true problem 
is that services and the needs of the 
diverse commuter student popula- 
tion are being addressed by the 
longwood College administration 
on an uneven 'playing field', as 
compared to residential students. 
TIM cause of this imbalance is the 
attitude of the administration, which 
still views I .ongwood solely as a 
residential college, even though 
30% of the student population is 
composed of commuters Why 
should commuters have lo claw and 
scratch to be included in the "Stu- 
dent" Directory, when the SGA 
doesn't have to badger the adminis- 
tration to get residential students 
included?? 
Although the meningitis 
event happened last spring, it was 
another manifestation of the disre- 
MNMMMHMaYMNHM 
gard with which commuters are faced 
by the "Ruffnerites " In that in- 
stance, commuters, along with fac- 
ulty and staff, were treated with con- 
tempt when we were told we did not 
need the vaccination because we were 
not in "day to day" contact with 
those infected. Right!?! 
All we are asking is to be 
thought of as students equal to those 
who reside on campus. Inclusion in 
the directory would go a long way 
towards that goal. We don't mind 
paying our fair share. However, in a 
memo from Rose Hurley (dated 9/ 
14A)2), the cost per residential stu- 
dent was $0.60. For commuters, the 
cost was $1 25 per student If that's 
fair, something is wrong 
The last line of the article 
MIIinncd up what is wrong. "Trie 
problem fur this ytai is solved. It 
should be solved permanently That 
is what the Commuter Student Asso- 
ciation is trying to accomplish 
Thank you and keep up the 
g(Hxl work. 
Sincerely, 
AC Russell 
Chairman 
Commuter Student 
Association 
■■?■'■..,.. I pjaajaj 
Greek students have rights, too 
Editor, Rotunda: 
I just wanted to comment 
on the message written on the side ol 
South     Cunningham;     "GO 
QREEK ...PRACTICE DISCRIMI- 
NATION" 
This manage ksell Is dnv 
criminatory Therefore the personor 
persons responsible for the massage 
practices discrimination as well Thai 
is if you believe the greek commu- 
nity is indeed disctimiualory. 
1 am a greek and tins IN 
very unl.iu' I do not know it this 
person or persons had one bail inn -in 
with i greek and is stereotyping the 
w similar in nature as this. In 
fact it is MMncwh.it alarming 
The purpose ol tins article is to 
Inform ihe general public Again, 
each case is different and no one 
sanction is etched in stone. But!! 
An individual found responsible 
of such charges may receive com- 
munity service hours, educational 
programs, loss of privileges, hall 
projects, probation, suspension, dis- 
missal or an) combination of the 
above 
Let me leave you, the reader, with 
these words. If you can do the crime. 
be man/woman enough to do the 
time 
Face it head on and lell Ihe truth. 
"Yes. I was drinking underage or 
yes. I broke the window (accidently 
of course); and even yes to having an 
unregistered guest if asked. 
Remember honesty is the Best 
Policy. 
Editor, Rotunda 
1..U.R L. tl ongwood I 'nitcd For 
Racial Equality) invites each student 
organization and each residence hall 
iiixir lo contribute to I ongwood's 
('ivihty Program Each conn ihution 
should relate to I ongwood Standing 
OH its Values 
Use yon imagination, creativ- 
ity, and ingenuit) as you create your 
entry   Awards will he made hi loin 
categories: DRAMA (stage produc- 
tion). AKI (sculpture, panning. 
Sketches, photographs). WRITINd 
(poems, essays, short stones), and 
Ml 'SIC Banners ami posters will 
also be considered Intry forms we 
available m Ihe Office of the Vice 
President for Student Affairs. Ihe 
entry forms BR due November 20, 
Itiylhs Mabk 
Fire department demands retraction 
Editor, Rotunda: 
()n behalf of the larmvile Volun- 
teer lire Dcparunent, I formally re- 
quest that the Rotunda prominently 
publish a retraction or correction to 
the article entitled "ARC Flooded 
During lire." Thisarticlc. written by 
you. contains several inaccuracies. 
Your article reports response 
times which contradict each other A 
fire department official reports 10 
minutes. "One ARC resident" re- 
ports a response time of 35 minutes. 
"A number of eyewitnesses" report 
30 minutes. An unidentified source 
reports a response time of 40 min- 
utes How much time did it take for 
the first Farmville Volunteer Fire 
Dcparunent truck to arrive on the 
scene' 
According to the Farmville Po- 
lice Department Dispatch's records. 
Longwood College notified 
Farmville's dispatch office at 
3:19:58 p.m. ITie department ar- 
rived at the scene at 3:33 p.m. By 
official records, the fire department 
arrived on scene at the LoOgWOOd 
ARC structure fire ((ktober 10) in 
seconds over three minutes. 
Your article, through its use of 
inaccurate ;ind contradictory facts 
creates a false impression of 
Farmville's volunteer firelighting 
department By publishing such an 
unprofessional piece, you also jeop- 
ardize your paper's credibility. 
I feel you could begin to restore 
that credibility by granting our re- 
quest 
Respectfully, 
John Applin 
Editor's Note:   The Rotunda stands by its story. 
Great American Smokeout is coming 
Editor, Rotunda: 
I am writing in support of the 
annual Great American Smokeout 
(CAS.) scheduled Thursday, No- 
vember 19,1992. This is the day the 
American Cancer Society sets aside 
to encourage smokers to take twenty- 
lour hours off from smoking. Dur- 
ing thisday, many smokers decide to 
try to quit. 1 was surprised to learn as 
a cancer volunteer, that a person com 
pletes clinical withdrawel from to- 
bacco in seventy-two hours (3 days). 
Ihe psychological withdrawal is 
more difficult and lengthy and altei 
requires additional support and be- 
havior modification. 
As a nurse practitioner in (he Stu- 
dent Health Services. I see the ef- 
fects of cigarette smoking every day. 
Many students come lo see me .uid 
say lliey have been smoking since 
ages 12-14 and would like to quit 
Fifty lo seventy-five percent of the 
Students with upper respitory prob- 
lems have smoking as a contributing 
factor. The students understand that 
smoking contributes lo the ear mice 
lions, bronchitis, and sinusitis infec- 
tions that they suffer with. Most of 
the students want lo quit, bul ac- 
knowledge the power of the addic- 
tion and want encouragement and 
support to quit instead ol lectures 
and SOOrn from friends and/or health 
providers. I applaud any student 
who quits for the smokeout day or 
who adopts a friend tor the day who 
needs help. 
If we can be of any assistance lo 
a student who wants help with how 
10 quit, please contact I nurse or 
health provider Wellnesseducation 
is a large pan of the health service 
philosophy, I would close wiih a 
quote I use for mysell regarding a lot 
ol health and lifestyle related issues. 
"(live yourself permission to take an 
intermission" Good luck Novem- 
ber 19 
Yours toward belter health. 
Pain Higgins 
Nurse Practitioner 
I (' Student Health Set vices 
"••"•aw Ov Tittuna Mm S«« 
Where Can We Go? 
Bj Darkk Richard 
i' thnii Parsnactivas Editor 
Black organizations are lacing a serious problem. As a matter 
ol laet.al I organizations, especially minority groups (groups low in 
number: regardless of race) wishing lo hold a I unction open to (IK* 
general public arc King affected 
This docs not concern the larger ol the Iralenuties or sororities 
that have chapter rooms, bul ii does affect I few Those smaller 
ones wish lo make il known lo the campus and the I annville 
community that everyone eighteen and older is welcome at any ol 
their functions. 
As we all know, some groups on campus, for one reason or 
another, do DO! receive much support from college students. And 
in order for some organizations to survive here, they must open 
their doors to everyone 
Bul Longwood's administration is making it almost impossible 
for "us" and I do say us, for it is hindering the forward movement 
of a number ol smaller organizations, in one of which I am 
involved 
A recognized organization on campus has die right to have I 
function on campus and invite whomever il wishes. The college 
does it on a daily basis, and in some instances even forces 
participation from its students and faculty. 
1 .ongwood iloes not even lollow its own policies and procedures 
unless it is in its own best interest I shall speak only of what I know 
first hand with my fraternity's dealing with the college 
Il is like pulling teeth lo try lo prepare a non-alcoholic event on 
this campus This is what I .ongwixnl wanls lo see more of, or so I 
thought 
A non alcoholic event does not require a guest list, according to 
the alcohol policy (tally parties do, and non-alcoholic events are 
Dot classified as parties Hut the administration would like to know 
who is going to attend from the community, as if thai were possible 
Once we are past the problem of a guest list, there is Rndkag I 
room lo have Ihe event Even though no policy is in place lo Inndci 
reserving any room, an unwritten law is present. 
Namely. Ihe ('ominous and Fourth Moor South Cunningham 
(places traditionally used for such lunctions are now off limits 
unless approved by Hie I X-'an of Students) This was never Ihe case 
since I came here in 1989. 
"Where Can We (Jo?" is ihe question I need to have answered. 
Il was suggested dial we use lankford's A, B andC rooms 
But that would never do. Besides ihe fact thai n closes al twelve, 
imagine all die organization trying to use n now: plus the groups 
who pay lo come in.  Iriey have more rights than we do. 
My fraternity finally received what some people may call a 
chapter room llus past spring, but we are not allowed to hold 
functions there widi more than eight people because it would be a 
lire hazard. 
How can we (all groups) do anything on this campus if we arc 
stopped al every turn? (Hve us places to hold events, follow your 
own policies and trust thai we have Ihe gixxl sense to manage our 
affairs. Allow us Ihe same rights and privileges granted those ol 
larger groups and maybe we can grow as well. 
CORRECTION 
The article entitled "Equestrian Team Gal- 
lops to Victory" in the October 12,1992 issue 
ot the Rotunda was written by Teresa Farkas, 
Sports Information Chairperson for the Eques- 
trian Team, not Greg Prouty, as was incor- 
rectly indicated in that issue. The Rotunda 
apologizes for any inconveniance this error 
may have caused. 
WAS THE Yo^e 
BiUL CL'MTON 
fceojAMiE PUpE.? 
DEC'PE FoR Y«WHU/.. 
rest of us or is |iisi plain tealous of 
greeks period. 
You chose not lo be a piiri 
ol Ihe greek society lust as we chose 
lo be a greek Everyone is entitled to 
freedom ol choice However, it is 
unfair SO be punished lor doing so 
Them is so much negative 
emphasis put on die greek commu- 
nity. Wliat about all the positive 
aspects ol being greek' Campus 
dean up, philanthropy support, cam 
pus spini, and leaden 
The greek society justcan'i 
win lor losen'' 
Mandi I'uig 
(PhOto course*/ of Bush/<?ua/|e Campaign) 
P»Kt4 I hf Koiunchi   November 17,1992 
FEATURES 
Matthew Sweet 
and Superdeformed 
shake Lancer Hall 
By Michael K (aim 
Ronmda Staff Writer 
On Thursday, Octoba 29tn 
l.ongwcxxl College anil I iinui 
BroducUoM welcomed Matthew 
Sweet and Superdeliirtned to 
Lancet Mali. 
The show, scheduled lor H p in 
got underway at BTOUnd B: W p in 
with the opening hand Freddie 
Jhonston and his lour man New 
York/New Jersey based band. 
Superdcforincd. opened (lie show 
with a set of ten songs, some ol 
which were taken ol I ol Ihonslon's 
lesenlly released soloalbum "( an 
You Fly." 
Alter finishing up the set. 
Jhonston left the student crowd 
with the words of wisdom, "rock 
and roll all night, and part) t\ 
day" 
Matthew Sweet look the stage 
some twenty minutes later, alici 
the "1 oadies" had switched the 
hand's equipment 
Sweet sweated through a twelve 
KWg set that concluded with his 
latest hit."(iirltnend " Sweet then 
left the stage with his band, saj 
"(hat's it ya'll." 
I Hiring the five a so minutes 
Sweet was hack Mage before the 
encore, some ten to twenty stu- 
dents, obviously not concert goers, 
left the building Sweet then re- 
turned to the stage lor an addi- 
tional (wo songs dial had most ol 
the remaining crowd slam danc- 
ing 
The whole show went well. Tan 
Kappa EpsilOD ran the concession 
stand, and Alpha ("hi Rho pro- 
vided Mich Strong security for the 
hands that one guard, named Ralph. 
said that he was willing to "kill" 
anyone who rushed the stage. 
Jhonston dedicated a song to Ralph 
lot Ills leivoi 
Although Jhonston and Sweet 
are not the biggest rock stars, they 
put on a good show that showed 
both professionalism and class, 
which is seldom seen in today's 
rock concert scene. 
Matthew Sweet rocked Longwood with tunes off his latest album. Girlfriend.   Photo by Alex Rodriaue*- 
Panhellenic Council and IFC kick- 
off anti-alcohol project G.A.M.M.A. 
Gregory's 'Jerry's Girls' soars 
By Tcrcsita Edwards 
Stall WiHe i 
It was bright and colorful and 
moving, not giving you the chance 
located your breath No, not a en n 
bird... not even a butterfly! It's 
Jerry'sCiirls a play starring Kay Stair 
The play was presented by Don 
(iregory, in association with Saul 
Kaulnian and the Long wood Col- 
lege Series ol Performing Arts 
The musical opened up with four 
members of the ensemble dressed in 
colorful outfits singing "It  lakes a 
Woman." 
The musical encompassed a va- 
riety of diflerenlemotions, all from a 
woman's point of view The pro- 
duction gave WOrdS and lyrics to so 
many ol the emotions that women 
feel 
Two of the most touching piece-. 
were performed by Kay Starr ("1 
won't Send Roses") and   Dee Dee 
t Ira) ("it Only takes a Moment"), 
the entire show moved: the tran 
siiions were fast and did not break 
the flow of the production. 
The lap dancing scene was an 
added surprise, and it was great! The 
actresses seemed to have fun, fun 
which infected (lie audience. 
The costumes were especially 
noticeable, bright and eye-catching 
The only thing I wondered was 
how were they able to change cos 
bones so quickly and still look as if 
they bad spent hours dressing 
The vocals as well as the lyrics 
were wonderful. This was a show 
thai should not have been missed. I 
give it four stars. 
The Panhellenic Council and In- 
terfraternity Council here at 
longwood announce the kick off of 
Project G.A.M.M.A (("necks Advo- 
cating Mature Management of Alco- 
hol). 
The program, spearheaded by 
BACCHUS (B(H)sl Alcohol Con- 
sciousness Concerning the Health ol 
l Inivcrsily Students), gives the mem 
bers of fraternities and sororities the 
opportunity tocreate. implement, and 
participate in more campus alcohol 
education programs. 
Through Project (i.A.M.M A .the 
greek undergraduates are re-exam- 
ining the role alcohol has played in 
their chanters 'activities, and are.com- 
ing up with new and viable strategies 
foi promoting fun. healthy, and sale 
activities. 
Project G.A.M.M.A. is pan of a 
national greek movement to educate 
members on responsible decision- 
making regarding alcohol education 
and abuse prevention. 
The uniform increase of the U.S. 
dunking age to 21. and the decision 
b> many national fraternities and so- 
rorities that chapters will no longci 
purchase alcoholic beverages with 
chapter funds means that education 
about alcohol, understanding liabil- 
ity, and alternatives to social events 
centered around alcohol are even 
more important. 
At Longwood. Protect 
(i \ MM A. began their campaign 
with an Alternative Mixer contest 
during Alcohol and other Drue 
Awareness Week, October 2 
G.A.M.M.A. is also looking into the 
development ol a( neck ivei Educa- 
tion Program known as "()ur Chap- 
ter. Our Choice " 
GRE test offered for first time on computer 
Ry I"lin Williams 
(CPS) - At first glance, less MUSS 
and taking the (iraduate Record Ex- 
amination appear 10 be uiutuallv c\ 
elusive. Jusl because vow Bl adcmii 
future is on the Una doesn't mean 
vou have to be nervous about it. does 
it? 
Not so anymore, say Educational 
resting Service <i rS)officials and 
college administrators, due to the 
advent ol the ORE general test that 
can be taken by computei 
1 icallv liked it    It wasn't as 
ponderous as taking the papei and 
pencil version l fell like I was going 
ai inv own pace," s.ud Rosalinda 
I ulh. a history m.i|oi at I IOV Stall 
1 Inivcrsily in Alabama 
AsofOct. 12, students can sched 
ule an appointment ID take the test at 
Sylvan I earning Centers; with more 
than 100 test centers nationwide. ITie 
service isalsobemg providedai some 
universities 
( MM big advantage to taking the 
test on computer is that it will reduce 
the time involved in the testing pro 
cess | he examinees also can gel 
tlKii scores immediately at the end 
of the lest, instead ol wailing weeks 
loi the mailed report, and schools 
will gei transcripts oulckei 
" The computerized lest is more 
oriented toward the individual, not 
ilk' group," said Derek Walker, an 
electrical engineering ma|oi Bl Mas 
s.kiuisctts institute oi technology 
who participated in an early Held 
test     "1 ven the environment was 
better, more comfortable." 
i he lest can be administered in 
smaiiei groups m quiet offices thai 
have soli lighting   lest takeiswon't 
be in a room with hundreds of other 
people. 
"lor some people, taking the test 
on computer will release some ten- 
sion." said Linda Trevarthen, coor- 
dinator of testing at Michigan State 
University. "Taking it in an indi- 
vidualized setting will be better, and 
al MSI! we can give efficient and 
quiet testing conditions'' 
ihe computerized version ol the 
OPJ ■?costs V>(). double the cost of the 
paper-and-pencil test, but Charlotte 
Kuh. executive director of the (IRE, 
s.ud IIS is nving to lower the price. 
POT people who otherwise can't af- 
ford Intake the test, fee waivers will 
be provided loi the computei test. 
JUSI as the) are foi the paper test, she 
said 
Alter students contact ETSto reg- 
lstei.ihev will receive a vouchei tor 
the computei test    Tlicv then will 
make an appointment at the Sylvan 
Center or the university center to 
take the test. They will receive 30 
minutes instruction on how to use the 
computer, and then lake die test. At 
the end, Ihe score will be available 
for those who want it; if they choose 
to see it, the score is automatically 
recorded. 
"Students not familiar with com- 
puters didn't have any problems w ith 
tins test." Kuh said "This is not 
software with bells and whistles." 
ITie computer program tells how 
(continued on page 10) 
Kappa Delta hosts 
50's dance contest 
On Wednesday. October 14, 
1992 from 8:00 p.m. to 10:30 
p in Kappa Delta Sorority hosted 
a non-alcoholic Mi's dance in the 
student 1 InkmattheLancerCafe. 
I he shag contest was won by 
Chuck (ialhigher and Susan 
Poore, and Ken DcWitt took the 
prize in the "smoothest move" 
competition 
Students also had the opportu- 
nity to show off their personal 
renditions Oi the swim and the 
jerk. 
Ihe costumes were outra- 
geous I hose rxxxlle skirts, rolled 
jeans, varsity sweaters, pigtails, 
piles of make-up. and saddle slues 
made the Nineties seem to be still 
fears in the future 
According to one member of 
Kappa Delta, this non-alcoholic 
function was held to encourage 
fun without ;ilcohohc beverages. 
And many of the attendees feel 
that the lun-lilled event proved 
that one can have a fantastic time 
without having to have a "buzz." 
The event was also a fund- 
raiser lor ihe Kappa I )ella. It was 
sponsored by ihe Student Union 
through the I.anccr Cafe. 
There were many Kappa Delta 
sisters there. Even Vice President 
tor Student Affairs Phyllis Mable 
dropped in to sec how ihe event 
was coming along, as well as some 
non-greek Students. 
The Bette 
Box Set 
EACH 
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Freshman class officers take nffire 
Mable, Poole comment at seminar closing suit puts heat 
Chili Peppers 
FAIRFAX, Vi (CPS) 
News Briefs From Around The Country 
By Kelly Vanderherchen 
Staff Writer 
On who was murdered in Mississippi in 
1964 along with co-workers James Gunman 
On November 4, 1992, the 
students and staff ended the Fall 
'92 Longwood Seminar course 
with a closing session. 
Students taking the class, 
orientation and seminar lead- 
ers, guests speakers and guests 
attended the program in Lancer 
Gym. 
Phyllis Mable, Vice Presi- 
dent for Student Affairs, wel- 
comed the audience and con- 
gratul ated the freshmen on com- 
pleting the course and their first 
few weeks of college. In her 
welcome, Ms. Mable stressed 
involvement at I .ongwood. She 
encouraged students to "branch 
out and engage in some of the 
activities." 
She ended with a quote to 
the new students from John 
Richards Jr. "When it comes to 
the future, there are three types 
of people. There are the ones 
who let it happen, (the ones 
that) make it happen, and (the 
ones that) want it to happen." 
Glen Baron, Sophomore 
class president, remarked on in- 
volvement as well. She told 
students to become involved in 
the academics as well as other 
activities. 
She said the best gifts the 
college could possibly give 
would be an enrichment in life 
and a vision of better world. 
She said while names, facts, 
and dates are important, one 
most think about the world too. 
Ms. Baron finished her re- 
marks by passing the gavel to 
Kristen Englehart, freshman 
class president. 
Ms. Englehart proceeded to 
welcometheclassof 1996. She 
spoke of the freshmen class 
council, consisting of one rep- 
resentative and alternate from 
each freshmen residence hall 
and one representative and al- 
ternate from the freshmen com- 
muter students. 
After the initial recognition 
of these students. Ms. Englehart 
encouraged the freshmen to 
show their involvement through 
their questions and comments 
Dr. 'Darryl Poole, Vice 
President for Academic Affairs, 
was the invited speaker. He 
opened his speech jokingly by 
stating, "I*m a freshman at 
Longwood t(K>. I came here in 
July." 
After congratulating the stu- 
dents, he told them that they 
will have the next fours years to 
speculate about their future. He 
stressed the importance of the 
environment and the need to 
become aware of it. 
He gave an altered version 
of the speech he delivered at 
Convocation on September 10 
entitled, "Beer Cans and Intel- 
lectual Epiphany." 
Poole stressed to the fresh- 
men class the necessity for re- 
alizing about the way they think. 
He pointed out that this would 
come with the years that col- 
lege training will provide. 
Dr. Poole said that the stu- 
dents will have an "epiphany." 
or an insight, of their future 
goals and expectations. 
He emphasized this point 
with a ujjote from Oliver 
Wendell     Holmes. "A 
moment's insight is worth a 
life's experience." 
I)r Poole also mentioned 
the generation gap between his 
generation versus the 
freshmen's generation. He re- 
marked that the lieshinen's gen- 
eration sees the environmental 
issues and concerns differently 
than his generation. 
"Yours is more visual than 
mine. You need a fresh way of 
seeing the world (and) the first 
yeai ol college is as good as any 
time to start." 
Alter closing liis speech, 
Dr. Poole introduced the un- 
dergraduate I )eans of Schools; 
Berkwood M. farmer. Dean of 
the School of Business and 
Economics; William L. Frank, 
Dean of the School of Liberal 
Arts and Sciences; and Will- 
iam E Schall, Dean of the 
School of Education and Hu- 
man ScrvK es 
April Rose, freshmen class 
secretary, introduced the Fresh- 
man Hall of lame. These are 
students whose names were 
submitted by seminar leaders 
because ol their involvement in 
activities at longwood. 
Some, but not all. of the 
activities include Lancer Pro- 
ductions. Show Choir, and the 
various sports offered at 
I.ongwood. 
In closing the ceremony, 
Mary Kay Cochran. Student 
Development, recognized pub- 
licly the seminar and orienta- 
tion leaders involved in the 
i.ongwood Seminai Course, 
Each seminar leader was 
awarded with a certificate Ol 
recognition from the students 
in their individual groups. 
A lormer 
George Mason Universit) itudeni 
has filed a S4 million lawsuit against 
(he Red Hot Chili Peppers lor dam- 
ages suffered as a result of a l'W) 
sexual assault 
[he ttudeni was seeking dam- 
ages lor mental trauma and humilia- 
tion from tour members Of the band, 
the Red Hot Chili Peppers band part- 
nership, the band's manager and 
agent, the Broadside reported 11 Lai 
on the civil suit was expected to 
begin Feb. 9,1993. 
According to the student newspa- 
per, the woman was working tor the 
university\ Program Board at the 
time ol the incident. 
Alter an April 21. 1989 conceit. 
the woman said she W8S assisting 
band members outside their dressing 
room when lead singer Anthony 
Kiedis asked whether she would have 
sex with him and thrust his penis into 
her face 
Kiedis was convicted of sexual 
assault and indecent exposure in 1W0 
in Fairfax County. Va I le was lined 
and sentenced to one day in jail. 
Kiedis appealed the ease, but (he 
appeals court upheld (he conviction. 
Activist award 
established 
LOS ANGELES (CPS) - A non- 
profit organization has established 
an annual award to recognize college 
students who have 
worked for social 
change in their schools 
and communities. 
The Michael 
Schwerner Activist 
Award was named id- 
ler a voung civil rights 
worker and C<>m.-n 
University gr. 
(haney^dAndrew(KHKlman   Ihe   ^eateriS  C^SS 
SWl ud is sponsored bv the (ilcitsman    *'      ^ *■***■" iu  v/ivivsw i s s re  ) 
Foundation. 
The $1,000 awards will be pre- 
sented each spring to five college 
students who have "challenged some 
form of social Injustice, promoted 
positive solutions lor change and in- 
spired others to realize thai ihej mo 
can make a difference " 
Nomination forms must be re- 
turned byJan. 31,1993 and are avail' 
able from thc( ilcitsman I oundalion. 
6100Wilslnre Boulevard. Suite400, 
I .os Angeles. Cahl 90048-5111. 
Phony baloney 
to go, please 
(CPS) - winch student body calls 
in the most phony pizza orders in 
America? 
'IheUniversity ol (leorgia. MK In 
gan State University and the I Iniva 
sity ol C.ililoim.i at Los Angeles 
Share thfl honors, according  to 
Domino's Pizza latest survey. 
More than 4(X) driven and man- 
agers ol stores located close to col- 
lege campuses were questioned in 
tiie informal study, which was de- 
signed to find out what kinds ol pi/ 
/as were most popular. 
An official at Domino's said that 
phony orders make up 1 percent of 
gross business in an average year. 
Ihe company reports tliat drivers 
make a practice of auctioning off 
pizzas in dorms where orders prove- 
to be a prank 
LINCOLN. Neb (CPS) A man 
Mined with a semi automatic utlc 
walkedintoaUniveisity ol Nebraska 
Classroom, pointed the weapon and 
pulled the trigger, but the gun appai 
ently jammed, campus official said 
Arthur McEhoy, 43, ot Benin I 
Neb. has been charged with ,u 
tempted second -degree murdci.niak 
mg terroristic threats, false impris- 
onment and use ol a liieami to com 
nut a felon) lie is being held in a 
County jail without bond 
"lie is not talking    We don't 
know what the motive Is," I iiiuvei 
siiy spokeswoman said 
The incident look place ( K. t I 2 in 
an actuarial science class McHiov. 
who earned I law degree at the I (Di- 
versity of Nebraska I incoln ami BD 
undergraduate degree from Rutgers 
1 liuversity. Wtt enrolled in the class 
According 10 police. Mel UO) 
walked into the classioom with a 
loaded (0-cahber M-l carbine, 
pointed it at the class ami pulled Ihe 
tngger. but the gun didn't go off 
Ihe 22 students scrambled out of UK 
room, while the suspect ran to his cat 
and was arrested about 20 minutes 
later  There were no Injuries 
Tony Perini establishes 
Farmville hot spots 
By Joe Nagy 
Staff Writer 
connexion 
EXPAND 
YOUR CAREER OPTIONS 
SIGN UP 
FOR CONNEXION TODAY 
A new free service for ALL students and ALL majors. 
Ri 
at ityol^H^Hffiice. 
WHY? 
It's free. 
It's easy. 
It links you to organiiations 
nationwide that don't recruit 
on campus. 
It links you to graduate schools. 
It may change your Mure. 
The name Tony Perini should ring a 
bell in your head.   In lannville, that 
name should carry along with it recol 
lections of music, pizza, beer, and good 
times. 
I used to go to Perini "s on Tuesday 
nights because it was something to do, 
and it was fun But once I stopped to 
wonder how Tony Perini ended up in 
this town, and it led me 10 interview 
him. 
My first question was pretty direct- 
how in the hell did he end up here? 
Tony Perini is from New Jersey, 
where he was a carpenter and mainte- 
nance man in tlie early 70's His family 
owned and ran- what else'.'- an Italian/ 
Pizza restaurant. 
Perini enjoyed Ihe atmosphere and, 
like ;uiy entrepeneur. wanted to run his 
own business one day He also wanted 
out of the hustle ;uid bustle ol New 
Jersey, so he got a job with the National 
Park Service, using Inscarpentry skills 
Relocated lo Richmond, he got 10 
see a lot of rural Virginia, and in l(HH, 
(bund what he thought to be Ihe perleci 
spot lor ins pizza place 
In December, 1978, Perini'sopened, 
though il was only hall Ihe si/e it is 
today 
I lie ana which Peru! latter added 
to hU restaurant wasoriglnaUyabsaoty 
salon. Hul Pel mi knocked out the dj 
viding wall alter ihey went out ol husi 
ness 
At that lime, Perini's was ihe only 
place to gel pizza in town, be lore the 
advent ol Pino's, Pizza Hut, Domino's, 
and I illle Caesars 
In ihe early years. IVum's u,i 
on the eager I ongwood students' bus! 
ness rhedrinkings h 
IX ami 19 years old. soeven freshmen 
could fully enjoj going out 
Perini also said that IDC lood at the 
dining ball n Ihe sari) 80's was hot 
rule (surprise), and at the beginning ol 
h week, he would lapc the school 
menu 10 the window, so ihe Itudettl 
WOUld SUrel) miss mil OB liver anil 
onion iiighl 
IIMLI> die drinking age is 21. and 
Blackwellhas improved theirfoodqual 
11. PeriiU'sinayisevergetaspackedai 
il did when I ongwood was more M rj 
mis about partying   rbn> Perini 
noticed- never befa bad t" try 
ud 10 lure 1 ongwood undents out 
during Ihe week. 
In order lo get a big crowd, he 
must cover the scbool with flyers and 
Consistently provide live entertain- 
ment. 
One answer to this problem ar- 
rived in May, 1W2, when the land 
lord of (he old creamery called IV1 in 1 
li seemed that die previous own- 
ers bad tailed lo have a profitable 
business 
Immediately Perini saw his 
chance. With the closing ol the Deli 
Bad D.T.'S, the Creamery was the 
only big nighl-hle attraction leli 
1 *L 11it 1 said yes to the landlord and 
went right to work Ihe Creamery 
became Tony's I Ipsiairs Lounge in 
June. 1992. 
Penni built rails around the dance 
platform ami laid a die lloor over (he 
bare concielc 
The summer school crowd came 
lo provide a steady business, ami die 
locals came on Ihe weekends 10 hear 
Country and southern rock bands 
In October, pool tables were put 
in the lobby and al this writing an in 
IK nise stereo system is being installed. 
along with recessed colored light 
and I log machine lor Ihe bands 
When asked what he likes about 
llus small town. Penni says thai lie 
lOVta 'king able toreCOgniZC Ihou 
 b oi i.ues   Even if 1 can't re- 
membei the name it's nice n>know 
visually I iMilol every 2 people I 
1 in re are nines when 1 need some- 
thing and someone al the bar |iunps 
up and says   hey, I can help you' 
What comes around goesaroun 
it you in ai people nice il really does 
I Mine back lo you " 
Still, i all someone live lieie loi 
ever, running two bars?' 
"In ten yean I won't have two 
places dial's tor sine," Says Perini 
"I'll he SS linn. ,,iid I would like I" 
slowdown again " 
11 you are going out 10 Pony's 
soon. 01 IVum's. don't be alianl 10 
offer him advice He is doing lushest 
LongWOOd studenls a 1 
from this stressful pis 
people say That band sucked" 01 
' 1 be 1 ova 1 barge is how much'" 
Well go tell Lmy ' He is just as 
upset when llie students don I show 
up 
Pa Re 6 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Service Master uf Karnivilly 
Wc clean carpet, furniture. 
|ailtO interiors, student/faculty 
rooms or houses. Call 392- 
6661' 
FAST EASY INCOME! 
Ettn$1000*1 Weekly Stuff ir.. 
Vinl  Sell  A Ufl I 
1*0     Acldilion.il [neon 
ll6.Cbica|<   II ■?161 
STUDENTS or ORGANI- 
ZATIONS. Promo* out Florida 
Spring Break packages Earn 
MONEY and FREE (rips Organize 
SMALL or LARGE groups Call 
' unpus Marketing   800-423-5264 
($$$, FREE TRAVEL ANDRE 
SUMEEXPERIENCE!! Individu 
,iK and Stuedeni Organizations 
wanted to promote SPRING 
BREAK, call the nation's leadei 
Inter-Campus Programs I KOO-127- 
6013. 
SPRINGBREAKERS. 
Promote our Florida Spring Break 
package! Earn M( )Ni:Y and FRH 
mps OrganizeSMALI orLARGt 
groups,  Campus Marketing, HOO- 
423-5264 
COMPANION WANTED lor eld 
criy lady Room and board provided 
Wiiiiui walking distance <>i campus 
Call 192 4054 If Interested 
PERSONALS 
Protect Yourself tk Your lined 
Ones From The Hideous Come 
i|uencesof ll.F.O. Abduction. EkSC- 
lioiikally amplify your channeling 
with die revolutionary Church ol 
I'laid. Monday,  IftOO pin to mid 
high) on wi.cx 90 I im Prayo 
Hotline: #5-2475 
i eartOOk orders lor 1°°3 are still 
being taken1 lor more into contact 
Hie Virginian at Box 2(>(>o or call 
Julie Wiley at 3113 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
Mark I uettiiR and Sally Marsh will 
soon he united in wedded Miss May 
the uxorious lueting continue with 
iiis liberal mod, as sparred by the 
lovely Sally. Stan crying, Ladles, l 
good one's gone! 
Heatbn A Your BIJ: SIS loves 
You! 
X love and Mine.   Julie 
()id yearbooks are being sold for $5 
apiece     VarlOUS years trtHii 1933- 
1,»*X) Contaet Ihc Viiyuiianal Bos 
2906 
ro the Pledges ol Hri-Sigma- You 
uetbeflSEAJESIl-lLove, ihe 
Sisters 
KM   "It is llflHlia hut true; lor truth 
is always strange, strangei man fk 
tion" Byron  -B 
Wl CX will host a disco part} on 
i riday, Novembei 20 at *)pm In 
i ancei Cafe  Admission PRE ! 
lo ibe Sisters ol i ri Sigma Have ■?
GREAT WEEK and keep SMII 
IN(i" 
LOST 
\ dark green sweatshirt Duck's Un 
limited was lost aftei ,ii lag Football 
•.line ,it  IKi  I lelil on Oct    I'     ll 
found please contact Wend) at 1156 
Reward! 
i M "All thescholastk scaffolding 
falls, as ,i ruined edifice, before one 
single woui   i.utt)" Spelean   H 
Mention AII Parmvilk Area Resi 
dents'    , 
I be March ol Dimes"! live \ I Kmi 
Program sponsored bj ran Kappa 
I psilonl raksmit) is working toraise 
funds im the prevention ol Birth 
Defects .u\d Ion bkrthweigbi now 
dkroughDec 5,1993 I ook for Give 
\ i >uiie canisters at local businesses 
all ova FannviUearcontactMichael 
Dunnoi IKI ,II Ms 1498 ,,„ mou. 
information 
MONDAY FRIDAY DAYTIME 
TELEVISION 
12  cm ~] 
3 WTBS 
4 ESPN 
5 HBO 
1    WTVR   ' 
7    WRLH 
10 00            10:30            11:00            11:30 
Momma News  Uvaig m SO*    Oeywatch       [Crwr t Co. 
MOVH 
12:00 
NewaHour 
Parr, Mason 
12:30 
Var. Program* 
1:00             1:30             2:00            2:30 
Sony* Live                            [Nowaday 
ktovi*                                                                  Var  Programs 
3:00            3:30 
International Hour 
Tom t Jerry    (FknNtone* 
4:00 
LaWryPnme 
JftSOnS 
4:30 
kwidtPoMic* 
Brady Bunch 
5:00 
:**jrtyPn*i«f 
Saved by Bel 
5:30 
Showbiz 
Happy Day* 
SportjcerrWr 
Movw Com 0   ' 
Family FaudCh 
700 CM) 
SoortKewtor   [SodybyJaka |G*t*ngF« InMobon "•"raheping Varied Program* Global Suparcard WresSMg Varied Program* 
Varied Program 
atenge 
I ■ovt*              Varied Program* Novie              Vaned Program. 
Price Is Right Mew*               Young and tie Restless          [Bold, BaautHul A* the World Turn* QuaSMLigM HauryPovKh News Hard Copy 
AndyGnfHh    {Ruth L In the Heat ol the *gf Mattock Jenny Jones e**Erf.   Pvwa^VLala**e 9 
aenaral Hoapita 
Tom and Jerry rmy Toon          Batman Goof Troop OarkvAng 
8    WRIC Joan River*                            Montel Wlkems News             |Lovmg « My Children One Lrte to Live 1 Qenkto 
1 w^i Phrvi 
CoebyShow 
Bamev 
Night Court 
Sa 1 TV 
9 WCVE 
10 WGN 
nstrucbonel ProgfamnwMj         Instructional Programming, 
Parry Mason                          Joan Rrver* barahto " 1 New* 
kwlnifiohM PfogfimsMng 
Andy GrrMth    jHoneymoorwr* Detkjn. W. 
Sesami Street 
Saved by Bel Three Stooges COPS -kntstone* Qmrnmutott 
11 WJPR 
12 WWRT 
13 WSET    | 
14 TNT 
16    SHOW   ' 
Gunsmoke Jenny Jones 700 CM) ILCopahnd   [MMuaSon Bufwtnkle      |ciap V D*n 2*$0*f Mw Mttoow* Tom and Jerry Tiny Toon Batman Goof Troop 
Salty Jessy Rep 
Jerry Springer 
had Santa Barbara New* FawirjamaN Days of Our Live* Another World Jeeign. W. GokNnGirt* jprah Watfrey New* NOtVS 
Home 
ri— 
People's Court 
'*- -- 
Loving UMyChildran 
l\i..  n_      _. 
One UN lo Live General Hotprlal Love Connect |lrwide Edmon Donahue 
Lnsrs 
MO«* Com a Vanad Program* 
"-*•■»                                                                            |,w, mwBiw 
I Varied Program* 
MOVW VeHpra ruj^mmt 
Movie Vaned Programs 
17 paw 
1$    MTV 
19 NIC" 
20 TNN 
Mouse Tracks Can Bean Guam Bear* | Lunch Boi Walt Drsney Preaems              iMevM                                   |Var. Program* |Mr. Magoo FmggNRock   ] Wonderland Riffle and Rol Quack Attack Kids Incorp.     [Mickey Mouee 
Sloptoss Hits 0 
David-Gnome 
/tdtoMorrang C 
Jams CkwaicMTV Varied Program*                 iRock* Block* Pick A Fight With MTV Totafly LwTerent Pauly 
une Koala Euroaka* Cat** Elephant Show Var. Program* Nooiles          |UbT BK* "uppat* Jennw FNpper Looney Tune* Underdog          Yogi Bear Arcade Hey Dude 
Xltfl CookkVUSA. Var. Program* Crook and Chase BaaStar Top Card Cookin'U.SA. On Stag* CM) Dance Be.Star VktooPM 
22  FASS 700 CM) Ajwwert           Paid Program Pa»d Pro*jf>m Paid Program Bonanza The Loet Episodes Father Knows My3Son* Incredible Animel Hour Archie Friend* Mario Brut. Popwye Insp Gadget 
23 ACTS 
24 USA 
ACTS Farwd   Var Programs  ACTS: Copt Varied Program* ACTS Var  Programs 
Murdtr. Six Wrote 
—r~.— r^—:—;  
Dtvorc* Court j Divorce Court Th* Judge     |The Judge Superior Court | Superior Court Saw-Century   JLote or Draw rloeywoodSq |Scr*bbW $25* Pyramid  |Pr*t* Yr. Luck 
■?D/vm*. 
Cartoon Express 
Leave Beaver iParkMaeFam 25 WWOR 
26 AlE 
27 LIFE 
28 TDC 
niaruaoon 
Movw ' "rtd 
Movie 
Fugmve Varied Pragraaw 
FamMy 
Rockford Fee* 
Magnum, P.I 
Movw 
Hawaii rive-0 Love noai 
FugMv. Vaned Ptoyijeiii 
Frug. Gourmet Shop T4 Drop Supermarket Born Lucky China Beach Thirty somethini 
Easy Does It 
■WVl*? 
Vanad Program Cholesterol Graham Kan Easy Does 11 noiVMwonti Kitchen E». Var. Program* Cholesterol     (Graham Ken Homework? Varied Program*                  |Beyond 2000 
29 BET 
30 HTS 
Tnpte Threat 
Sportswire Con' 
Generations Our Voices Heart 1 Sout RSB Video Soul                                                                          Video Vibrations Rap City 
a Sportswire       |From Laurel Vaned Programs                                                                                                                                                                               [B. Lewt* Oooley           |S. Wood*        |V*r. Program* 
MONDAY EVENING NOVEMBtH 16, 199V 
6:00              6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00            8:30 9:00              9:30 10:00           10:30 11:00            1130 12:00 12:30 1:00             1:30 
1 avn Kitaa (Rl 2 CNN 
3 WTBS 
4 ESPN 
World Today 
3's Company    Andy Griffith 
MotptyiVnt 
B HiaMkes 
Crossfire 
Senford A Son 
nanenew* g                          Larry King Live u                    wono new* 
Movie: *»»  WarGames  (1983. Drama) Matthew Brodenck. Daoney Coleman    Movie: •*** 
spoils lumgin  nuneymw |"l   nawnmsm 
0og Day Afternoon' (1975 Drama) AI Pacaio, M in Cazak? 
NFL Moments 
Nabonal Geographic Eiptorer 
NFL s Greatest Moments il Ch Flag          Up Close         Sportacenter   jSchtap Tat NFL Monday    I Monday Mag. lAuto Racing: OH Road             IPBTA B*ards Drag Racing Sportscenlei 
S    HBO Movw: **eVj   The Academe! Tounst (1988) Wridam Hurt g Movie: **V? Blue Desert (1991) R' Women on Triel (R) g Movw: *«*   Corfy Sue (1991) James Bekishi 
S Ml Stereo) 
. \i    ),      » We  (1991) R 
S    WTVR News CBS Newt Married... WWi |Ent TonigM Evening Shade! Heart* Ahre g j Murphy Brown Love 1 War g iNorthem Eiposur* (In Stereo) News            ISweeong BuSat Current Alaa Love Connect [New* (Hi 
7    WRLH Full House:, Mama Star Trek: Neat Gener. Movie: aaav. Die hard" (1988, Suspense) Bruce Willis (In Stereo)                IM'A'S'H Ajtanio Hal (In Stereo) g Whoopi Studs Highway to Heaven g 
t    WRIC News ABC New Wheal-Fortun* [jeopardyl g FBI: Untold St |Am. Detective NFL Footbal Buffalo Bills at Miami Dolphins From Joe Robbie Stadium (In Stereo Live) g New* Niefwawg ThaT* Amor*  |kn*tua*on 
9   WCVE Spanish 
Saved by Bell 
Business Rpt MachM/Lehnr Ne«r*hour g Space Ageg Elizabeth R: A Year in the Life ol the Queen (R> g Nature 'Monkey Island' (R| g (OH A.) 
10 WGN 
11 WJPR 
12 WWRT " 
13 WSFT 
SUr Search Design  W         Jeftersons:, 
Current Allan    Murphy Brown 
Movie: **  Pony Express Rider (1976) Stewart Peterson        |News g Night Court Kostk Movie: *»♦???High Plains Dnfler (1973) 
Full House , 
News 
News 
Mama Movie: «*«W   Die Hard  (1988 Suspense) Bruce Willis (In Stereo)                  IM'A'S'H Stud* Cheer* g       |Whoopi Guntmok*   The Money Store Creep 2 
NOC N9W1 Inside Edrbon 
Errl Tonight 
You BM-Uta Fresh Pnnce Bkwaomi, Movie:   A Child Lost Forever  (1992 Drama) Beverly D Angelo NtYWfl TonigM Show (In Stereo) g David Letterman Bob Costas 
Hard Copy:; ABC New* You Bat-UN W: Untold St Am. Detective NFL Footbal Buffalo Bis at Miami rttptwts From Joe Robbie Stadium (In Stereo Lure) g        News Mghtmwg     [RurtL 
14   TNT Bugs A Pel* Captam Planet Jctsonfl BugaiPalt Movw: ••*   Sfown Hours  (1963 Drama) Susan Hayward Movw: *•*   Strangers When We Meet (i960. Drama) Kirk Douglas Movw: **V?   1 Could (Jo on Smgng   (19NI 
16    SHOW "Adventures ol Bucketoo Banzai Across the 8lh Dimension Movw: *Vi  Run  (1991) Patrick Dempsey  R   iBrwn Regan Movie**  Naked Obsess** (1991) R" Movie: ***   The Russia House (1990) Sean Connery  R Concrete 
17    DISN 
IS   MTV 
Movie:   The Rescuers Down Under (1990) G Meet Raton* Avonlaa High Society (R)g  iMcvie: **«':  Oklahoma' (1955 Musical)Gordon Macfiae (In Stereo) G CsuaSomal and South Pacmc   |Movie: •**   The Kid From Brooklyn (1946) 
Classic MTV Grmd Comedy Hour LipSarvic* Dul (In Stereo) Most Wanted (in Stereo) Countdown Grind Kenneos,  n 
19    NICK Whal You Do Wad Crazy Kid Looney Tuna* Buflwinkl* Get Smart      | Supermen M.T. Moor*       Dick Van Dyke DfeTtjrvet           [A. HNCnCOCR Lucy Show 
P,,.K r».^-- ,l: 
FTroop 
(In Ctaranl 
Mwttr Ed        |Dobw Oaw Patty Duke      | Donna Reed 
lluli iJi Max IRI (In fslaranl 20     INN 
22 FAM 
23 ACTS 
24 USA 
p JO) VideorM 
Rm Tin Tin 
Robert Clary 
[in stereo) 
Zorro   Siege Lite Goes On 
1 wtiwspwir 
Quantum Leap 
Triangles  g 
unxm ana unaee (in oiereo i 
Young Radar* (In Stereo) g 
Nasmnwe NOW IIP oiereui 
Father Dowkng Mysteries 
runny tMJSirwfs AI nn oiprroi 
700 CM) Scarecrow and Mrs. King Bonanza The Lost Episodes Bordertown . Paid Program 
Expression haacBnai Prime Time Playhouae Song*             Faith Hope ACTS: Methodwt Hour ACTS: Saw Out Recovery Line (R) Mormon Choa Faces on Farm 
MacGyver   The InvtsiWe KiHer 
Cosby Show . Who s Boss'' 
In Stereoi:, Murder, She WroM (In Stereo, WWF Prime Time Wrestling MacGyver (In Stereo) g rslMiitw       |Ray Bradbury Hotywd Inside Dog House  » 
25 WWOR 
26 AlE 
Gimme Break Gloria Jackie Maton SanonA Sawon New»g Street* ot San Francwco Koo* RaS) ^Joe Franklm 
Sherlock Hokne* Mysterws Rockford File* g Wilderness In Search Of... David L Wotoer Pretent* Cha>rtftfaT   LaVtaWakai llnalariaa 9nmWKK fWVIIVf MftlWlVt Lawikf Evening at the knprov (R) DAVK) L   WoapiM Pr*M4?nti 
27    LIFE Supermarket Shop Tl Drop UntonM HyMlnM LA  Law Movie: **H  Valley ot the Dolls (1967 Drama) Patty Duke TnattyMafRfffltflQ Chew Beach 
ii   -»                 in-.j  rv_  
wyifffntf           IraWu rrT^aaTn 
28 TDC 
29 BET 
30 HTS 
Motier Nature 
Video LP 
———^— 
Baas 1 Gals 
Wedkte Chron. Pwaet Eartti Plate Mdoracs Raoncovering America (R) Neil Dwaitor: Prepared?         1 Work) Away   Portugal Recwcovering America (R) Nert Disaster Prepareo"' Work) Away   Pwtuqal   PI 
Screen. Words Triple Threat   1 I'M Back Santord            IComiCvWW Video Soul X-chwrv* (Lrve) MKtoight Love Generations COMCVatW (n) |SctV*jW SC*tM 
Bullets Jam SporttTa*      |Ca**arty'i Redskins Magazine                 Duckpm Bowkng                     Automatic Goft SportsBeal        Redskins Magazine >i Ca**erty't Sportswire 
TUESDAY EVENING 
6.00            6:30            7:00 7:30 8:00      |      8:30 9:00            9:30 10.00           10:30 11:00           11:30 12:00 12:30 
NOVEMBER 17. 1992 
1:00               130 
2 CNN 
3 WTBS 
Work) Today   aSatwyaa* 
3's Company     Andy Grrffrtn    'B  HiNMkes 
Baseball Eipantion Draft        |Sport»center 
Movw: *»   Rhinestone  11984) Sylvester Station 
Crossfire 
StawOld > Sow 
Pnmenewt g Larry Kmg Lrve . Wortd N9wt Sports Toraght MoneytmelR tewsmgnt &ot*»re(R) Larry Kmg (R) 
Movw: *Vi  Bkxdsport  (1988) Jean-Claude Van Damme Movw: •*   Forced Vengeance (1982) Chuck Norns                 Movw: a*1!  Gyrnkata (1985. Actventure) Kurt Thomas 
a_A-h..u^. k,.k...l.                       '»         - *     - -'           '*                                                                                   Tl DOT **                    Cnm Q,J>u.ttH Tifc.    In. 
4 ESPN 
5 HBO 
Mafor League 8 
a PG 
atabtl Expansion Draft (Live) [Best of Sunday Conversation* 
Hum. **f The Last Boy Scout (1991) Bruce Wmis  Rg 
DUoyDUMJing: "idiivudri               |^|i««uH«n 
Movw:**   TTw?GoMeoChid (1986) PG13 Movw: a1!  A Time to Ore" (1991) Tract Lords ' Night Stand 
Love Connect 
'Twisajd' 
6    WTVR wws CBS News Itonitd... Wrth EitL Tonaghl Retcue 911 (In Stereo) g         iMovto:  Overt* The Aileen Wuomos Story (1992) Jean Smart News Forever Knight (In Stereo) Current Ala* New*,Hi 
7    WRLH :ulrtout*g Mama Sav Trek: Neil Gener. Movw •••   The 'ermnator (1984) ArnoldSclivnraeneoger Hunter  La Farmka Ananto Hal (in stereo) g Afhoopi Stud* rkghw«y to Heaven g 
1    WMC News ABC Newt Wheel rortuno | Jeopardy! g FulHouteg   |Mr. Cooper Roman* g   |Coachg Going to Eitrome* [m Stereo) reCWS                  |Nlt|piMIM Cp That's Amor* InNtuatnn Merert World'New*  M 
9    WCVE Spanish 
Saved by Bel 
Fu« House:, 
News 
News 
Business Rpt MacNei/Lehrer Nearthour g Governor's Forum Froftfline) D New European* g SpacaAgag (Of Aa) 
10 WGN 
11 WJPR 
12 WWRf 
Star Search Design. W. Jeaanontg Movie: *•   The Delta Force (1986 Adventure) Chuck Norns Nawtg Night Court oVMt JWWCf? Movw: *** -The Eiger Sanction  (1975) 
Mama 
NBC NtJWS 
ABCNM 
Current ARM 
Inside Edition 
Ent Toraght 
Murphy Brown 
You Bet-Life 
You Bel Life 
Movie: ***W   Foxtwe  (1987. Drama) Jessica Tandy Maaock  The Student g Studs Cheers  .         [Whoopi 
Tonight Show (In Stere» 
Gun smoke 
David Letterma 
Hard Copy . 
f>actyP 
BobCottot Quantum Leap: Daughter Reasonable Doubt* (In Stereo) rjatoene (In Stereo) g Ntwt ri 
13 WSET 
14 TNT 
FulHoueeg   [Mr. Cooper Roman* g   jCotchg Gomg to Extremes (ki Stereo) •WWS NigMtoag Rush L Bargain Rack 
Bug* A Pit* Captam Planet >tsons BugsAPMi NBA BatkttiaS: Mnvaukae Bucks at Atlanta Hawks From the Omni (Livei       [Movw: **'i Ice Station Zebra (1968. Drama) lock Hudson  E mast Borgmne Bend-Rm 
16   SHOW    Movw: •* "Ate. tersot Menace (1990) Catherine Bach   PG'3 Movw: **  Shattered (1991. Suspense) Tom Berenger   R g   {Movie: •»•   The Rapture  (1991) R' g Movw: ♦* "American AArya 3 Blood Hunt (1989) R Guncruy   R 
17   DISN Discover Mag. Tan Tales and Legends Zorro The Goofy Sport* Story (R)     |Movw: **V> TaW Gunner Joe (1977 Biography) Peter Boyle. Patnoa Neal Movie: ••   Flying Misfits  (1976. Achrenturei     {Movw: **•   Pastime (1991) 
11   MTV Classic MTV Grmd Comedy Hour Rortunwrrtary Dul (In Stereo) Liquid TV        {MottWtntod   'Comedy Hour Gnnd Kennedy (In Stereo) 
19   NICK      What You Do Wad-Cniy Kid Looney Tuna* OutwinJua Oil SMkyl       |Sup*inMn M.T. Moon    |nck Van Dyk* Oragntt A. fktchcock Lucy Show FTroop Miswr Ed        {Debit Gat* PittyDuk*      |0oiwwR*ed 
20   TNN       (5 30) VideoPM (In Stereol Crook and Chat* (In Storeoi ritthviaa Now (in Stereo) OnStage CM) Dance (R) (In Stereo) Mfltor S Company (In Stereo) N**hva>Now,M',lnS'erec! 
22   FAM      iRmTmTm Zorro  , UN Goat On (In Stereo) g Young Rider* 'The Debt" g Father Dowkng Mystorio* '00 Club SciVtcrow *>od Mrs. King Bonanza  The ost Episodes Bordertown g [Paid Program 
23   ACTS Center Street Chnslopher UN Choice*    ISatrtt Canspbeh      [in Good Ftito Sacred Song*, Sacred Space* ACTS: In Touch ACTSMutic   |ACTS Farmry Tneatre Oh Brother Joy Ol Music Haart-Mattor 
24 USA 
25 WWOR 
MacGyver  Bra nwashed g Quantum Leap 
Gimme Break 
Wloaraatt 
Unsolved Myst 
ki Stereo) g Murder, She Wrote (In Stereo) Boiing Rodney Moore vs Lours Lome* (Lrve) MacGyver Lost Love' g Iktchhwer Ray Bradbury   Boring Moore vs Lome* 
Cosby Show g {Who's Bo**? Fish Bemeby Jones Simon A Sanon Newig Street* of San Francisco Koujk Temps Rising 
Kathleen Baffle 
Jo* Franklm 
21   AlE        Rocklord Files 9 to taarch Of... Biography  James Cagrwy Kathwan Baffl* at the Mat Evelyn Otonnw in Rio Evening at the knprov (R) Biography  James Cagney (R) at the Met 
27   LIFE Supermarket 
Mother Nature 
'video LP 
Shop Ti Drop met LA. Law Movw: *** -Eight Men Out  (1988 Drama) John Cusack. Charke Sheen GaNnkgMOut China Beach   Tet 68 Mysteries        I Paid Program 
Secrets ol the Deep loe 
Corracvww |R| Hcilta Sctnt 
28   TOC WadMe Chron Planet Earth Terra » TreatureHunt Invention       {Nan Stop      |Secret* of aw Deep: Ice Tarn X (R) TnaaunHunt tovtnttoa (R)   |N*it Stop (Rl 
29   BET Screen Scon* TnpN Throat Saiat Sanlorfl Comicvtow Vktoo Soul (R)                                                                     Oanaratton* Seie* tnadnijhl Low 
30    HTS Gort NBA Acton Bueets Report NBA Basketbal Boston Celtics at Washington Bullets From the Capital Centre  [Buaets Jam     [Nordic Track   yNat'l Defense SporttTak Bunt* Report {NBA Basketba : Celtics at Bullets 
WEDNESDAY EVENING 
2    CNN 
3    WTBS 
6:00 
Worid Today 
3'* Company 
4 ESPN 
5 HBO 
6 WTVR 
Inside PGA 
Movw: •*••   Toots* (1982 Comedy) Dusbn Hoffman  PG g 
7 WRLH 
I WRIC 
9    WCVE 
10   WGN 
11 WJPR 
12 WWRT 
13 WSET 
14 TNT 
16 SHOW 
17 DISN 
18 MTV 
19 NICK 
20 TNN 
22 FAM 
23 ACTS 
24 USA 
25 WWOR 
26 AlE 
27 LIFE 
21 TDC 
29 BET 
30 HTS 
6:30 
AndyGrrfMr. 
Up Close 
7:00 
B nmoabas 
Sport sc enter 
7:30 
Crotttr* 
Santord i Son 
8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 
| Larry King Uve: Wortd rafjws Sports Tonighl  Moneylme .'■?
11:30 12:00 
NewstTtght 
Clash ol the Champions Wr»»tkng (Lrve) c **W Xaiafz) fcvtwjaeri Suo/ecrs (1989 Drama) 
College Basketbal t, '    Murra, itate at_lndiana_(Li»ei Boxing Kevir. Pompey vs Buc Sm,f (| re) 
CBS News 
Fun House 
mjeatt. 
Saved by 6*4 
FulHouteg 
ABC Newt 
Business Rpt 
Star Search 
Mama 
NOC re€WS 
ABC Newt 
Bugs A Pals     Captain Planet 
Movw: • • •':   Caktoma Suite 
Happy Birthday Mfckey 
Classic MTV    [Grind 
Kids Choice Award* |R| 
(5 30) VideoPM 
Rm Tai Tm        Zarro (R) g 
Married... With lEnt Tonight 
Movw: ktt'i   "w uVrffers  (1990. Drama) Anftkca Huston   R 
ki the Heat" ol th* Night   Frenzied Allair/Discovery  (In Stereo) 
Star Trek: Next Gener 
Wheel Fortune Jeopardy!: 
B«v*nS/HM», 90210 (In Stereo) 
Home Imp      {Dcogw H. 
MacNH/Lehrer Nowthour. 
Design W 
Current Aim 
Inside Edmon 
Ent  Tonight 
Jetton* 
Nabonal Geographic 
JoWorsoni i) Movi*:«»   Kcktoier  (1989) Jean-Claude Van Damrn*. 
Frank Beamer Beverly Hw*. 90210 (in Stereo) [Melro** Place (In Stereo) g 
You Bet-Lrte 
You Bet-UN 
Bugs A Pals 
(1978) Maggie Snath   PG 
Comedy Hour 
Looney Tune* 
(Rig 
Sports 
BulwinUe 
SOGoodMm    God Squad 
MacGyver  Easy Target  g 
Cosby Show , Who's Boss 
Rocklord Faes:'. 
Superm*rk*1 
Mother Nature 
Video LP 
J Laycock 
UN Goes On (In Stereo) g 
Jesuit Journal  iPriem 
Shop Tl Drop 
Wadkte Chron. 
Screen Scene 
HS Report 
Quantum Leap iin Stereol.. 
Ganme Bnak [Tampa- Rwtig 
Waderneu     |to Saarch 01.. 
Unsolved 
Planet Earth 
Triple Threat 
Capitals 
(In Stereo) g 
Crypt Taw*    [Proem On g 
41 Hour*  Porn in the USA 
Hunter   This Is M,  iui 
"The Jacksons An American Praam (1992. Biography) 
ajssancan Eiperienco 
Untohwd Myiwrws (in Stereo) Seinfeld g     {Mad Abo. You 
1 Night Stand 
Sportscenter    [Duathton 
Movie: ••   The Punisher 
12:30 
Croa**n(R) 
NOVEMBER 18, 1992 
1:00 1:30 
Uarry tog |Ri 
moiito:**V;   The Stone Km (1973. Drama) 
Auto Racing: 01 Road 
Dangerous Curve* (In Stereo) 
1990) R g 
Current Ala* 
Araanio Hal (in Storeo) g 
Movw: •• a':  84CharkeMOOK (1989)g 
Mattock   The Ta* Show" g 
Law 1 Order (In Stereoi'., 
Home imp      iDoogw H.       |Movi»: "The Jacksons An American Dream (1992, Biography) 
Movie: ««  A Fire in the Sky" (1978. Suspense) Richard Crenna Elizabeth Ashley, David Dukes 
Movw: «'■) Physical Evidence (1989) R 
It AI Started With a Mou**: Th* Ditrwy Story 
Du« (In Stereoi 
Bonng Report |Com*dy CM) Al-Star* VI (R| 
Movie:  Bonanza The Next Generation  (1988) 
Oat Smart     l&iperman 
Crook and Chat* iin Storeo) 
Young Rider*:, 
Farmry Theatre Oh Brother 
Murder. She Wrote ,.- Stereo) 
Bamaby Jones 
M Combat   Test Pilots" 
Desmonds 
LA. Law 
MacAMWwy 
Comcvtow 
M.T. Moor*      Dick V»n Dyk* 
NkjM Court 
That's Amore 
Pacific Cerrtury (In Stereo) g 
Renegade   Partners 
Cheerog Whoopi 
Tonighl Show (In Stereo) g 
RushL 
Studs 
Intetuekon 
(Of A.) 
Kids m Hal 
Runnmg 
Love Connect 
Maof Hanem 
(Rl 
Highway to Heaven:; 
iRl 
Movie:***  JoeKidd (1972) Cant Eastwood 
Guntmok* 
ItaYoYJrwYj  (1969 SCWno* RcBOtl) Onj| 
D*vid Letterman 
Hard Copy:,    Bargain Bm 
Hetraiser 
Bob Costas 
• •   Desire (1990) Peter Marc  R' 
Paul McCartney: Get Back (Hi 
Holing Stone 25 (In Stereo) Grind 
r (hi Stereo) 
Dragnet A  Hrtchcocfc 
OnStage 
Father fJoawng Myatorta*        700 CM) 
Monwon Ctwtr {Ftce* on Faith | ACTS: Firtt ttoptwl Hour 
Movw: ««   Hicjfi Desert X»V [1989. Suspense) Anthony Geary 
Simon A Sanon 
Am. Awatt    |tpto* Fust Fkghti     }Tr*vrtqu**t 
Movto: "uoYpno Up and Going Home (1992) Tom Skerrm 
WtngeoftwLuftwaa* [Beyond 2000 
Video Soul |R) 
NHL Hockey Minnesota North star's at Washington Capitals From the Capital Centre (Live)      |And Fan* 
Lucy Show     jF-Troop 
CM) Dance (R) (In Stereo) 
Scarecrow end Mr*. Kmg 
ACTS ACTS: 
A Company [In Stared 
Bonanza The Lost Episodes 
Cempbeks 
MecOyvof Lost Love g 
Streets of San Francisco 
Evening at th* Improv |R) 
TTiirty something 
Mac A MutJey 
Generations 
SportsTa* 
Animals 
Desmonds 
Nat'l Detente 
I Crenna, David Janssen 
Movie  •••    Ihe Doors   H99li val Kilmer   R 
|li   Men. i 
a*«* My Fa* Lady (1984) G 
Fd DoowGlks 
(Mchiiakef 
KOH* 
In Good Faith 
Ray Bradbury 
A» Combat   i, 
China Beach  Cherry 
WavgtolHw Luftwaffe illi 
Midnight Love 
Ratty Duke     [Dome Read 
Nashviffe Now |R| (In Stereo) 
Borderhawn :j jpakl Program 
Man Akve rkghway 
Movw:   7heeorcter  (1982) 
fish 
Am.Awtic* 
Beyond 2000 
JoeFrankkn 
(Rl 
Paid Program 
Woman'* Ttrmi* Virgna Sams ol New York 
Comjcview |R) | Screen Scene 
 ' '
N
 
te
"-"
M
                          TELEVISION 
2    CNN 
6:00            8:30 
World Today 
7:00 7:30 
Crete** 
8:00      1     8:30            9:00      1     9:30 
Pnmenewsg                         Larry lung Uve g 
10:00            10:30 
World Newt 
11:00            11:30 
Sports Tonight Moneykne |R) 
12:00 
NOVEMBER 20, 1992 
12:30             1:00              1 30 
Cnaatja(R)    Larry tap. (RI 
3    WTBS 3 .Comply AndyQrtMi 6. H*Mtot SanhwdeSon Movie: »»** Sen Hur (1959. Adventure) Chartton Heston. Jack Hawkins. Stephen Boyd Bavte***   rVjrGames (1963. Drama) Matthew Brodenck 
4    ESPN exotowond UpCtote SportactMter Cotsge Biikttttl NIT - Quarterfinal (Uve)                          1Cotege Batketbal NIT - Ctoartorlnal (Live)                         ISawrtawnter Mate Bietitiol NTT - CuartenVial (Livel 
5    HBO SISiMovw    * Imorm-Ue bi*JtwttoNR.(R)g Movie: »** Mortal Thoughts  (1991. Drama! Demi Moore   R mtm: ***  The Last Boy scout (19911 Bruce vv*s Rg Comedy Jem Movie: **«   Del by Temptation (1990) R 
1    WTVR Ntwt CBS News MMitod_ WMi |EM. TonifM Ooktan Patace |Ma)or Dad g DaatgnW. Boh (In Stereo) Northern Eipoeure (In Sterei News             lOark Jutkce (In Stereo) Current Alt* Love Conned  Kids m Hal 
7    WRLH FulHouMg MMM Star Tn*: Neit Goner. Americt't Meat Wanted g Sighttngig Suspects Hunter  The Reporter ArtenioHal(lnSlereo|g Whoop.         IShjda Highway to Hea Vang 
•:fjoTH\v*i * 8 WRIC 
9 WCVE 
10 WON 
News 
Sparest! 
Saved by M 
ABCKtM 
Blest**** Rpt 
Star tmch 
WheeMWune | Jeopardy) g FeiMh/MattorsjSlopbySkep Dinosaurs :, Camp Wilder 20 20 :, News             iMgnfMeg to Concert (In Stereo) Enter Cat 
MacNel/Lehrer 
rUumi   Wf 
Newthourg Va. Current*   |wal St Week Wash. Week The Contrary Great Performancae Frontkneg 
laWlM fiu-t 
 
l««l 
11  WJPR FulMouw; Current Alan 
Jefarsone g 
Murphy Brown 
movw 
America s Moat WaMad g Sighting*:,)     ISuapectt 
New* Q 
Mattock   The Kidnapper  g 
'•9™?wHin 
Studs 
uptown uxneoy uuc 
Chaersg        whoop. 
wane: ***   uny narry  (iv/i. uramai 
Gunamoke  Gokhown                Vamp  (1986) 
12   WWRT New* Wrtu News tneadoEdtaon You Bat-Lit* ri Fly Away  Fragae Truths Movie:** ''Perry Mason The Case oftht Ruthless Report* News Tonight Show (In Stereo) g David Lewarman Fndey Vktaoe 
13   WSET News *«c News Em TonifM You Bet-Lit* F«wKMatk»rs|Stapby$tep Dnouung    [Camp Wilder   [20/20g News Mghekag     iRuahL. HardCopyg Jewelry Counter 
14   TNT Bugs A Pats CaptamPlamt Jettons Bugs A Pats NBA Beskttbel Portland Trail Blazers at Sacramento Kings (Uve) NBA Basketball Chicago Bute at Los Angelas Lakers (Lrvel NBA               1 Nite-Leous 
16   SHOW mem: aavj   Ihe Organization  (1971) Sidney Potier  PG Movie: ***   Decerred (1991 Suspense) GolAe Hawn   PG-13 I Baker On... Movie:  American Nmia 4 The Annihilation"  R 1 Movie: ** "Ataraac Cop 2 (1991. Horror) Robert Devi  R 
17    DISN Movie: *   The Castaways on Omgan s Island BamMy CMereta (R) (In Stereo) g                            I Movie: **» The Rocketeer  (1991) B* Campbell  PG g        | Movie: **   The tocreaOe ShnMung Woman     |This Wend Earth |Hi 
11   MTV CltMicMTV Grind Comedy Hour TBA Week in Rock UpSarvica Weekend Blastof (In Stereo) Kennedy (In Stereo) 
19   MICK WMYwOo WfrCruyUd Looney Tines BuewMrto Gal Smart bajpeJIIIleWi M.T.Moore     |»ch Van Dyke |Dragnet A. Hitchcock Lucy Show      |F-Troop bitter Ed       |DotmGa*t Patty Duke     |Doma Read 
20   TNN (5 30|VirtooPM(lnSlereo) Crook and Chase (in Stereo) NaahvMe Now Tony Orlando (hi Stereo) Austin Encore! Club Dance ,RMn Stereo! MMer > Company (In Stereo) Ntthvtn Now Tony Orlando 
22   FAM Pnhce Vital That's My Dog Big Bro. Jake MtVL MMPW WaNons   The Thanksgiving Story 700 Club Scarecrow and Mrs. Kmg Audtovlalon Paid Program    Paid Program 
?3   ACTS Azimuths Why We Cere Covwfet View. Time, Airwaves         Trinity Ptaytise Highway (R)     I Man Akve ACTS: Invitation to Lira ACTS Famty Enrichment          |VISN Showcase Sacred Songs. Sacred Spaces 
MM Sisters 24   USA MecGyver The Spofcrs' Q Quanlum Leap (In Stereo) g Murder, She Wrote (In Stereo) Movie: *** "Horth Dabs Forty" (1979. Comedy) Nick Nolte Movie: *v? Beach Fever (1988 Comedy) Kato Kaekn Movie:*   AMI 
25   WWOR Cotby She g|Who'* BOM? Gimme Break Temp*. Rjiing Bamaby Jones Simon 1 Simon                      JNewtg Streets of San Franesco Cmema          |JBTV Gtona              [joe Frank*! 
21   ME Rocktord Ftot g V/Wernoet In Search Ol Time Machine: CIA Targets Invetbgaove Reports              [carokhe's Comedy Hour Evening at tie Improv (R) Time Machina: CIA Targets Investigative Reports 
27   LIFE Supermarket Shop Til Drop UVraohwd Myttartot LA. Law Movie: **  The Last Prostitute (1991) Sonta Braga Thirtysonwthmg China Beach 'Psywars Mysteries          Paid Program 
21   TOC Mother Nature WDdHeChm. Planet Earth The Solar Sea WHWeChran. Nature ProMet Sac. Weapons |F»epower(R| |War Notes on Nuclear War Wildkte Chron. Nature ProMof Sac Weapons |nropo»ti (R) War  Notes on Nuclear War 
29   BET Video LP Newt Triple Threat Ho*!** room Senford Comic view Video Soul Top twenty Genenlions 
| Baal Spread 
News "1 kkdnighl Love Rap City Top ten 
30   HTS Cheump WO©K KflYNW FOOtMl Capitals NHL Hockey Detroit Red Wings at Washington Capitals (Live)                         |Football Casseity't Women's Tennis Virginia Sams ol New York    Quarterfinals 
l»HRe 7 
— FREE — 
PREGNANCY TEST 
116 N. Main Si 
Moil   4.U1I   I {Mil 
2pm 6pm 
\ll   Mrvlcet   confidential. 
Same  dav  resulls. 
SOUTHSIDE PREGNANCY 
CENTER 
24-HOUR HOTLINE 
392S483 
SATURDAY DAYTIME                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    NOVEMBER 21. 1992 
10:00 10:30           11:00 11:30 12.00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 300              3:30 4:00            430 500 5:30 
2    CNN Showbiz Week Style              | Science-Tech. FwMi. Pwrtnw Neweoayg Evans Newtdayg rftwsnitkof riealthworks Style (R) On the Menu    Your Monty Close-up          Future Watch nwiyPniiw Newsmaker 
3    WTBS National Geographic Explorer (R) Movw: **Vi  Perry Mason The Case ol the Lost Love (1987) Movie: **   Perry Mason: The Case ol the Murdered Madam Movie:   Perry Mason The Case ol the Notorious Nun (1986) 
4    ESPN Hunbng Strat Jjrni Houston Outdoors        ICoaage Gamtdey                  ITennrt ATP Tour World Championship - Semifinals From Frankfurt. Germany                         Scoreboard Cotege Footbal Teams lo Be Announced (Live) 
5    HBO (9.30)Movie: 'Overthe Top' Inside the NFL (R) g Movie: ** "The Toy  (1962. Comedy) Richard Pryor  PG          |Mr. Bean (R)g|Movie: **«   The Butchers Wile (1991) Derm Moore  PG-13   |Movie:   The Phdadelphia Experiment (1984) g 
«    WTVR Teenage Mutant tempi Turin Back to Future RwTtMnagt Catwalk (In Stereo) Movie: **V:  Uy Body. My Child (1962) Vanessa Redgrave      Wonder Years |PGA Golf Shark Shootout (Live) g 
7    WRLH Tmy Toon Tai Mania g Kick OH FrSRft DtMmtK 227 g            [Amen Hunter  Under Suspicion'         [Movie: ***  The Blues Brothers (1960 Comedy) John Bekrshi. Dan Aykroyd   |Country Net    |Star Search (In Stereo) 
8    WRIC Gool Troop:; Addams Bugs Bunny t Tweety g Cotege Footbal Michigan at Ohio State (Live) g                                                                            IColege Footbafc Regional Coverage 
•    WCVE Woodwnght Woodcarving Wood Bonsai GenOe Doctor [Victory Garden Quit m a Dey  [Embroidary     [Sewing-Nancy [rrug. Gourmet CooktV Cheap |Ea«ng Wei     [Nova (In Stereo) g MotofWMli      . Prtvwwi 
10   WON Pro Football Out Sacreh God Show Generation Soul Train (In Stereo) — :- r»0«"P Movie; •*':   River ol Death  (1989) Michael DuoWofl. Street Jutkce 
11   WJPR Tmy Toon Tu44anieg MQMy MOUM Super Daveg Coeege Footbal Michigan at Ohio State (Live) g M-A'S'H Harry-Hendr.     Extrtmiets WhyDidntl     Roggm Heroes 
12  WWRT Saved by Bell Cakt Dreams Saved by Bel ACCFootbal Cotege Footbal: North Carolina at Duke (Live) Drag Racing konman Triathlon From Kaikia Kona HaujaJ 
13  WSET Gool Troop;; Addams Bug* Bumy 6 Tweety g Coaege Football North Carolina at Duke (Live) Coltat Footbal: Regional Coverage 
14   TNT How fte Waal Wat Won Movie:***  'The Nakect Spur (19S3. Western) James Stewart | Movie: *»vj   Run ol the Arrow' (1956. Western) Rod Steiger    I Movie: ***Vj "The Drty Doien (1967, Adventure) Lee Marvin. Ernest Borgnine 
16   SHOW 9 30iMovie:**   Uw&HM Movie: ••••  Lawrence ol Arabia (1962. Adventure) Peter 0 Tcote. Alec Guinness. Anthony Quinn (In Stereo) PG                   Movie.**   FaslGetaway  H99D Corey Haim    Pubkc Enemy No. 2 iin siereoi    Ao\ Buc* 
17   DISN NewKJdt-Bk.  Ikhckey Mouse The Gooty Sports Story |R| Sf>OWTTaaHl Snow Queen Wad Disney Presents Movie: **  Godzilla Raids Agam (1959)          |Franken.         [Movw: **h The IncredtHe Mr Limpet (1964) Don Knofts  G 
16   MTV 
19 NICK 
20 TNN 
Yol MTV Rap* Countdown RaM World Real Work) Real World RaM World RaM World Real World Real World      [Real World      Top 20 Video Countdown (In Stereo) Lip Service TBA 
HeethcmT        [Yogi Bear Caul on TV Cant on TV Dennis Demit Flipper Beyond Belief Pmbets(R)                            Pssst! After You Nick Newt      [Get Picture Freshmen Salute Shorts 
Crafts Ctry. Kitchen Expfe. America Our Way Remodeling Outdoors       |Championtlwp Rodeo oponVTiVfi         iriw?»oo*jiW»g NHRA Today    |totio>Racmg Auto Racing: NASCAR    Pyroii 500 Country Beat 
22  FAM map. Gadget ThaTiMyDog Black Station Zorro (R) g Virginian  Legacy ol Hate                              |RMoman BigValey Guntmokt   Lacey Bonanza: Tht Loot Ephwdat Young Riders  The Kid" g 
23   ACTS ACT&FataraO ACTS ACTS ACTS ACTS: Over the Hi Gang        |Midpoint VISN Agenda Human Factor |mtight VTSN Showcase ACTS: Gospel ACTS 
24   USA JuetTenolUs Cartoon Expreta Movie: ** "The Oefanf Ones (1966, Drama) Robert Unch. Movie:  Perfecf famiry (1992, Suspense) Jennifer 0 Near g Gotaipl           Just Ten of Us Buttont-Ruaty 
25   WWOR Paid Program Paid Program Ptiid FrogrMn [Pud Profwn Paid Program |Mun*ters They Came From Outer Space She-WoH of London                Airwofi A-Taam Say It WHh Bullets Knight Rider 
26  A6E Biography James Cagney  (R) Air Combat  Test Pilots Brute Force: Weapons World at War Wolf Pack Movie: **V> 'Chimera (1991. Science Fickon) John Lynch Trtvetquett    [Home Again 
27    LIFE Tracey LMman Moty Dodd 
Animal 
AWtudet Frug. Gourmet [Shop 71 Drop Supermarket   |Bom Lucky LA. Law Unsolved Mysteries 
Nature Watch    Global Family 
Movie: •••   Peking Up the Pieces (1985) Margot KOder 
28   TDC hUheWBtf 
,9 00. Video So 
Bassmg 
MacAMutey [Antmait Survival! (R) Wtngt(R) WU-Whaab)    [Trtvel-Advenl Secrets of the Deep: Ice There but tor the Grace 
29   BET ■?|R) Rap City :*'ten 1R1 Teen Summit Video LP (R)    [Paid Program Rap City iR                                 Video Soul iR) Teen Summit 1 
Redskins Repc 
3 
30   HTS Footba* Beet Spread     Sport Adv. Footbal         [Weak Review College Football Southwest Conference Ga"v |LM                                                                              JCataarVt rt 
DON'T FORGET! 
WEDNESDAY, 18 NOV- 
EMBER 1992 
COFFEE HOUSE 
ON 4th FLOOR 
CUNNINGHAM, 
AT 7pm. 
RUSSIA - THE WAY 111 
WAS, THE WAY IT IS! 
REFRESHMENTS WILL] 
BE SERVED. 
SATURDAY EVENING 
2    CNN 
3    WTBS 
4    ESPN 
5    HBO 
6    WTVR 
;   W'RIH 
I    WRIC 
I   WCVE 
6:00 
World Today 
6:30 7:00 
Capital Gang SporttSet 
WCW Saturday Night 
Cotege Footbat Teams TBA   [Scoreboard 
7:30 8:00 8:30 
g 
9:00 
Both Sides 
9:30 
Sources 
i Batketbal Boston Celtics at Atlanta Hawks From the Omni (Live) 
10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 
World Newt Sports Tonight Capital Gang Newsmght 
Gymnastics Spectacular US Olympic Gold 
Movie: «v, ftw rne Top (1987) Sylvester StMone PG 
Cotege Footbal: Teams lo Be Announced (Live) 
CBS Newt Wonder Years 
M-A'S'H 
Cotege Footbal 
Sandwgo Scenes 
10   WGN      Lifestyles ol Rich I Fi 
11    WJPR      Street Justice 
12    WWRT 
13    WSET Cotege Footbal 
14   TNT 
16   SHOW 
Bugs Bunay A Pats 
(5 30lMovit:  Adventures ol Buckaroo Banzai   Movie: *• "Ue Stinks (1991) Met Broc*s 
17   DISN 
18   MTV 
Tel TMet and Legend* 
Week in Rock 
19   NICK 
20   TNN 
22   FAM 
23   ACTS 
24   USA 
25   WWOR 
26   A»E 
27   LIFE 
21   TDC 
Wheel Fortune 
Lvookiyn Bod. 
M-A-S-H Coptg 
Jeopardy'  . 
Lawrence We* Show 
Runaway-Rich [Fortune Hunt 
Renegade   Partners 
Datign. W.     [Cheer* g 
Star Trek: Next Goner. 
| College Footbal Scoreboard 
s  Stakfi (1992) Robert Ouvall Based on the true story ol the Soviet dictator s brutal reign 
Movie: **«  Black Ban" (1969 Dramal Michael Douglas (In Stereo) g 
Copt(R)g    |Codt3g      [Edgtg Movie: **'i   Flashdance H983 Musical! Jennrler Bears 
c «*«  folumoo Rest n Peace. Mrs Coiumbo (1990) g Commrah   A Time lo Be Bom    News 
MaMK «**« "The Southerner' (1945, Drama) Zachaty Scott 
Movie: »«Vi "Bfrtf Fury (1990 Adventure) Rutger Hauet 
Coptg Copt(R)g 
Powers Be 
Code 3 , 
Empty Neat g 
Edge . 
Nuraetg 
c *•*  Coiumbo Restm Peace. Mrs Coiumbo (I990)g 
»«   Dead Reckoning (1947) Humphrey Bogart 
Double Dare 
(Ri 
GUTS. 
The Rescuers Down Under (1990) G 
Real World 
Doug 
(5 30) Country Beat On Stereo) 
Hunger-Heal 
African Skies Rm Tin Tm 
Center Sheet Vfgtntjn I WWmmw 
Counterttnke Cyborg 
Dinotaurl (R) g 
Real World 
Rugratt 
Teias Conn. 
Zorro (R) g 
Thmg 
Real World 
CtarttatExpL 
OpryBAstge 
Real World 
Roundhouse 
Grand Opry 
Young Riders Gunfjghter  g 
Sacred Songs. Sacred Spaces 
Dream Ong 
SporttcontOT 
Larry Sanders 
Uptown Comedy Ck* 
Being Served    French Fields 
Emergency      |Emer. Cal' 
Sislers (In Stereo) U 
Commith   A Time lo Be Born 
Prime Suspect 
12:00 12:30 
Evans 
1:00 
Travel Guide 
1:30 
Pinnacle (R) 
Movie: «•'.•   Making the Grade  (19B4.Cofflldy) JuoTj NaUor 
SuperBouts Eipedrbon Etrth: Ml Cook 
c «W  A Time to Die (1991) Traci Lords |Comedy Hour 
Ebony/Jet Street Juihcf- 
CwnicStnc Live (In Stereo) Highlander The Series 
rTtSkovrtlmeMtheApolo     |Soul Train (In Stereo) | Comedy Sho 
Smith t Jones :(0« An) 
Comic Stnp Lxve (In Stereol 
Movie: ** "Kickboter' (1989) Jean-aaude Van Damme 
'Current Alav Eitra 
Pro Football 
Saturday Night Live Host Swbad (In Stereo) 
Reform School Girls 
(Of Air) 
Star Trek Next Gener. Star Trek Next Gener. 
Movie: »««   Sahara (1943. Adventure) Humphrey Bogart 
[Bargain Bin 
:«««v> In a Lonely Place (1950) Humphrey Bogart 
Double Jeopardy  (1992. Drama) [Boxing Report |Movie: »   Uiohyht Strangers  (1991. Adult) R |Movie: «* "Angel Town (1990) Okvier Gruner 
c ***Vj   Swiss Family Robinson (1960. Adventure) John Mills  Gg       iMovie: ***'/r  Hello Poly1" (1969. Muscat) Barbra Streisand G 
Rockumentary 
RentSbmpy 
Sports 
You Afraid? 
SUBer Bros Randy Travis 
Yol MTV Rapt Today 
A. Hitchcock    [Lucy Show 
Countdown to the Bel 
American MUSK Shop 
Movie: ***"?   IV* Penny (1968. Western) Chartton Heston 
MT 
Opry Bk sloe 
Dragnet 
Grand Opry 
Common Sam* Reftgwn 
ie: <« Oeao>y0esire (1991. Suspense) Jack Scaiia g 
NBA Batketbal: Philadelphia 76ers at New Jersey Nets (Live) 
rjwotiurt(R)g ■: •*'-.   The Trap   i1%" Adventure! C.ver Heeo 
c ««*   Hands ol a Stranger (1987 Drama) Armand Assante. Blax Brown. Beverly D'Angato. 
Rediscovenng America (R) 
29   BET       Paid Program   Paid Program 
30   HTS      ISaHFitnmg    .Nafl Defense 
World of Vator 
Butets Report 
Heart-Courage IChattngt  Polar Bridge |Frorroers of 
Black Men       Video LP__fo***JJl»ll1 3 
ACTS: Saturday Showcase 
S* Sittings   Bad Blood g 
[Newsworthy 
Comedy on the Road 
Hidden Room   Confessions 
Justice Files   Out for Justice 
Bonanza: The Lost Episodes 
ACTS: Act It Out 
Headbanger's Bel (In Stereo! 
Superman       |Ponao heed    |Patty Duke      [2r*ght 
1RD ANNUAL 
1NTTRCOLLEGLATI SKI WEEKS 
MT. SUTTON, CANADA 
ONLY $209 
Party in the Snow ! 
5  Day lift Ticket 
5   Nights Lodging 
iMounlAlnfid* Co/ldo/ 
5 Days Intercollegiate Activities 
if«««rM ay ttmmm% Mt. Imttem 
Lj/al Agtfof 
Alcohol 11 IS 
CCM-TV 
VISN 
Brot. Randy Travis (111  [American MUSK Shop (R| 
Paid Program  [Paid Program 
Defense [Human Factor 
'Zola Lev* 
Jan. 3-8, Jan. 10-15 and Springbrenk 93 
CALL SHI TRAVEL UNUMfTeTD 
I 800 999 SKI-9 
Movie:*  Slammer Cms  (1967CkitrM^tv) Devon Jenkin 
Richard Bey (R) g 
Evenmg at the Improv (R) 
Unsolved Mysteries 
Video Soul 
Chaeonge  Polar Bridge 
IPtMd rTOyWR 
Spotkght Cafe ;Paid Program 
:«»  "976-CVIL   (19891 
Paid Program   Paid Program 
c **Vi   The Trap (1967. Adventure) Oliver Reed 
Chma Beach  Brothers 
o»FitM(R) 
Phi Perry and Dav* Koi 
Paid Program |Pa*d Program 
Fees  Out lor Justice 
Rap City Top ten (R) 
NBA Batketbal Utah Jm at Wasrwigton Butets From the Capital Centre        [Women's Tenmt Vvgana Sams ol New York    Serrvtnals From Mackson Square Garden ^ Nn» <■■< 
SUNDAY DAYTIME 
2    CNN 
3    WTBS 
On Ihe Menu   'Newsmaker 
Happy Days 
4   ESPN SpoftsWMkly 
S   HBO 19401 
6   WTVR 
/     WRLH 
I   MR 
9    WCVE 
10   WGN 
11   WJPR 
12 WWRT 
13 WSET 
14 TNT 
16   SHOW 
17   DISN 
18   MTV 
19    NICK 
20  TNN 
22  FAM 
23   ACTS 
24   USA 
25   WWOR 
26   AAE 
27    LIFE 
M'TDC 
29   BET 
10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 
Coaches PlrL rTKItW 
12:00 
Nowaday:, 
12:30 
Science-Tech 
1:00 
: «««* ""It's a Wonderful Life (1946, Fantasy) James Stewart Donna Reed 
Nawtdeyg 
Sunday Mom 
Reporters        Sporttcenttr    Nf L Gameday 
««*V? "The AcodentH Tounst' (1968) William Hurt (In Stereo) PG' g 
Larry Jones 
Baywetchg 
I'JOO.Movi*.   1JIKVI.II I *nri 
Long Ago Far   Va  Currents 
Star Search (In Stereo) 
Larry Jones      Outdoorsmen 
Robert Schuter 
Baptat Face Nation 
WWF Superstars of Wrestling 
First Baptist Church 
Capitol News [Euro. Journal 
Lifestyles of Rich A Famous 
LMaaMat ol Rich I Ft 
Victory Hour 
Business This Wee* With David Brmkley Work Woman 
George Wotoh [NFL Today 
1:30 2:00 2:30 
Week m Review 
Hone Show: AGA Champ 
e ««« ""Hay. Im Alive1 (1975 Adventure) 
JFK: In His Own Word* (RI: 
3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 
World Report 
NOVEMBER 22, 1992 
5:00 
EertyPnme 
LPBT Bowkng Sam s Town Invitational From Us Vegas 
5:30 
Newsmaker 
Captam Planet 
Baby titters 
NFL Footbal Philadelphia Eagles at New York Giants From Giants Stadium. (Uve) 
Little House on Ihe Prairie   Blind Journey Tom and Jerry's Thanksgiving 
Item** ATP Work) Championship Final 
Movie: ««* "Curly Sue (1991 Comedy) James Bekishi   PG    |Mo*tK «*«• Toots* (1982) Oustm Hoffman 
Pott-Game 
: «« Cntters (1966, Science Fiction) Dee Wallace Stone [Movie: »«^ "Patterns not mckided (1967) Hume Cronyn 
PGAGoM Sharv Shootout :, 
ThJt Weak WHi Oavld ptWday Thit Richmond | Women's Tenmt Virginia Sams   Final (Joned m Progress) (UveT 
BatTJe- Brami Great Performances Baftte- Brains 
Movie: e«*  Out VKtory' (1939. Drama) Bette Davis. 
'Movie: »««   Mother Goose Rock N Rhyme' (1990. Fantasy) 
Daalg*. W.     |NFL Live g 
Star Trek: Next Gener 
Lawrence We* Show Editors 
r.««Vi   The Other Side ol the Mountain (1975. Drama) 
r. **Vi   Teenage Mutant Nm/a Turtles  (1990, Adventure) 
eat*  Five Easy Pieces  (1970. Drama) Karen Black 
Tony Brown    |McLaughtn    |OneonOnt    |0*ttnaa~ 
( *«••   The Adventures ol Room Hood (1938) 
Movw: *«'T   The Miracle ol the BeHs (1948) Fred MacMurray  Beauty and the Beatl g        |llig*Atnd*r Tht Seriet 
NFL Footbal: Regional Coverage - Browns at Vikings, Peers at fJolphiris: Colts at Stttltrs 
Movie  •••'.    Mutineer the Bounty   (19621 'V .!••* ol His Majesty s Ship Bounty turns against the captain in 1789 
Women't Tenntt Virgmia Sams - Final From Madison Square Garden In New York (Live) 
NFL Footbal: Regional Coverage 
(9:30) MOMK 'ITirtwAAin and a fjfa>Lao>"g 
Movw:   A Boy Named Charke Brown  (1969) 
Top » Video Countdown 
Doug 
Winners 
map Gadget 
ACTS: Fehrel 
Rugratt 
NHRA Today 
Pnnce Vakant 
ACTS: Hope 
Movw  ««•   Cold Turkey   (1971  Comedy) Dck Van Dyke   PG   MattergateM 
MeetRawms 
Fatit to Btodi (In Stereo) 
RentSbmpy 
kiaidt Racing 
Am Baby 
ACTS 
Sakite Shorts 
Raoday 
Healthy Kids 
ACTS 
100) Cartoon Exprott 
Steampipe Aaty iBaekman't     [Paid Program 
(9 001 BraaktaM WhjhJttAflt 
IM (Hi 
30   HTS 
Video Gospel 
Final Score 
Easy Does It 
Personal Diary 
Footbal 
Cankotogy 
Live From LA. 
Sport Adv. 
Jrm olMed 
Great Chefs 
Lead Story 
End Zone 
KKH pneorp 
Up Service 
TJMrt 
Weak in Rock 
Wallont 
ACTS: Winning TMk 
AJ-American Wrotthng 
Faerie Tale Theatre 
Danger Bay g 
Real World 
Fifteen 
Hank Parker 
|Movkr. ««Vi "The Seekers [1979. Drama) Randolph Mantooth. Erke Adams, George Hamilton 
Head ol Clat* |Ctaan Machme [a Chita**!     |Mlracle Bttde 
Zorro 
Real World 
hack News 
Speed-Beauty 
Lit* Goat On   The Room  g 
BskhguelMatt 
MacQyver Mask ol the VVoff 
|Movie:»»   Masters ol Menace (1990) Catherine Bach  PG 13 [Movw: "Awakenings (1990) 
Movie: «««V» "Oklahoma1 [1955. Musical) Gordon MacRae (In Stereo) G 
I Work)      Real World      Real 
Movw: ««V? "The Miracle (1970) MichaeiJames Wixted 
Amencan Sport* CavMcadt (In Stereo) JNHRA Today 
Movw: «««  Anojel m Uy Pocket (1969. Comedy) Andy Gnrnth 
Whose World?"'worthp |TrWty Playhte |rkghwty 
Movie: *«W "K-9 (1989, Comedy-Ortma) James Bekishi 
The Adventures ol Ichabod and Mr Toad   G 
Real World 
Can't on TV     Get Picture 
I  
Inside-Racing   Winners (R) 
Wellons   the Ihanksgivmg Story 
Mormon Chov   IHummaoons 
Real Work)        Liquid TV 
Wed Side        'Fifteen 
Rodeo |i' Mweol 
JuM Ten of Us 
Movie: ««Vi  Happy Go Lovely (1951. Musical) David Nrven 
c*V>   Let's Co AMvy (1951. Comedy)      BrMFbghtt 
Physicwnt 
Nature Watch OiobMFamxy 
rMu PrOQftjM 
Knight A Halt 
There but tor the Grace (R) 
Paid Program [Paid Program 
John F Kennedy rears ol Lightning 
..'7   Fast Tms at Ridotmont High  ,m? '.omedyi 
Radwtogy      [Carototogy 
Next Ditaitor Prepared? 
Paid Program [Paid Program 
Cotege Footbal South Ceroknt at Clemson 
ACTS Written 
My Two Dads 
ACTS UMC H 
InajuJ 
Movw •• 
Movw:««««   ToKMaUocktigbird (1962. Dr»nt) Gregory 
JmLefMeel    |Dlaaaee Endocrinology >am*y 
I  attt  A;.,, he 
• •   Devil s Mountain (1976) 
Medical Prog 
Pushing Lanits Sec Weapons Firepower [R| 
Tpaid Program 'Paid Program JPtaJ Program    Paid Program ;Pa«l Program 
[Cotege Footbal: la lech al W Va 
GIVE 
ANOTHER CHANCE. 
GIVE BLOOD. 
AI11.-i li ,ui Kod Cru 
m 
SUNDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 22, 1992 
6:00 
2    CNN       Week in NBA 
6:30 
Business 
3 WTBS    'WCW Mam Event Wresting 
Esft     Tenms: AIPFxials 
5    HBO 
6    WTVR 
7:00 
World Today 
7:30 
Sport* Sunday 
6:00 8:30 
at "flnjf tttvenc* The Lazy Ace (1981. Western) 
NFL PfBHtrtwut 
(4 30) **  Aaplaoe II The Sequel" (1962) PG 
CBS News 
7    WRLH     Star Trek Next Gener 
WRIC 
WCVE Ghostwriter I, 
10   WGN 
11    WJPR 
Movkr: «**  The Importance ol Being Earnest (1952. Comedy) 
Catwalk (m Slereo) |t»tM»|tjin.: WorM Tot* g 
WWRT NFL Footbal: Regional 
WSET 
14   TNT 
II   SHOW 
Bugs Bunny A Pats 
17   DtSN 
|5 0Q)Movit: Awakermgs" 
II   MTV 
11   NICK 
TNN 
FAM 
23   ACTS 
USA 
28   AAE 
27   LIFE 
ABC Ntwt 
Mttlnutt* (In Stereo) g 
World Tour g 
Ufa Got* On Wmdows g 
Auatn City Ljmrtt  KT Oskn 
Secret Servic*(In Steraoig 
lABCNewt     lUttQoatOn Wndows g 
9:00 
America 
9:30 10:00 10:30 
Week-Revww   World News 
National Geographic Explorer 
11:00 11:30 
HFL Footbal Kansas City Chiefs at Seattle Seahtwks From the Kingoomt (Live) 
Sports Tomght {Business 
Network Earth  Beauty Break 
Sportsctntar   
Matte «« "Corns** Course (1967) Jay Lano  |Movk»: «v>  Physical Evidence (1989) Burt Reynolds fi g      [Wat In Haw 
12:00 i 1230 
World Report Fmal Edition 
Deal-A-Meel 
100 1:30 
ill, 
Murder. She Wrote (In Stereoi 
ki Lrvmg Color 
Home Videos 
to Living Color 
to Living Color 
p\now BuH-lnM 
to Living Cotor 
I Witness Video (In Stereo) g 
Home Video* Am Fumtoet 
Captam Planet 
Nightmare in the Daylight (1992) Jadyn Smith g 
Married... With [Herman Head [Flying Bkhd g [Woopal g 
Coiumbo A am n the Hand (1992) Peter Fa* g 
l outhwttt Thanktgwng Feeat 
I (R) (In Slereo 
NFL 
Movw *»»Vi   The Gntters 
it Tonight:, 
Trmrty Bapttt Church 
Beauty II [QoMng 
NFL Great       [NFL Great 
1990 Drama) AryHo 
Current Alt* Extra [Travel Update 
Whoopi Goldberg ii' 
American GladujUrt 
(01 A.) 
Apofc Comedy Hour IM 
Chicago Butt at Photni. Suns From the America Wet! Arena [News , instant Replay _Movw ••   inornate Strangers  (1977. Oramt) 
y»*i 
Deadly Matrimony (1992. Drama) Brian De- 
Coiumbo A Bird in the Hand (1992) Peter Fa* □?
High Society   (R)g 
Sport* 
DoubtoDar* 
Truckm' USA 
Big Bro Jake 
Week m Hock 
GUTS 
mo**: **•   Four Days in November  (1964 Documenttryl 
««V»   Thrm Men arid aim Lady (1990) Twn &Mhxk iMovw: a*   Hou$eParty2 (1991 Comedy   R   Comedy Ch* 
8eyewe*« (19911 Emma Samms_:; 
(In Stereo) Up Service 
Owcover Mag. [Movw: «**   iM CosOy - rtrnstW (1962) B* Cosby  PG 
TBA 
Loanay Ttstt* |L*onay Tuna* [Mupaet Muaiciant ol tVamat 
■kj Pictor* (R) 
Road Test 
TrwfiMyDog 
Auto Pjrano, Sack 50 Sprint Car Work) Senas 
Man Mention 
JtfVMll OlfOniCibjTt JoyofbtatC 
h^hhlhar      |0wamp Thing 
(5001 Movw:  CaptmApache 
Dinotaurl (R) g 
21   TDC       Wings IN 
MatxcMPrag. |MticMPwt. 
|Racaday 
RmrmTei African Skwt    Black Station 
Song. VISN 
MacOyvor Deedfy Stents g WWF Survivor Sonet Showdown 
Star Search (m Stereo) atari* 
(Rig 
Hatur* of That** Aa-crtW 
29   BET 
30   HTS 130) Cotege Footba* Louisiana Tech tt West Vtojma 
MorklMvxty Dick Van Dyke 
Farmry Edrkon Health 
C<)IIIPJIOO 9#n## HMQK>A 
Unplugged John Metencamp 
Lucy Show      [t*. I" 
Outdoors 
in Touch 
Truckm'USA 
ACTS Rejoice m tw Lord 
(R 
Courterstnke 
JBTV 
Mtwfct:***   Tito Savay kinocavifS  (19M) Anttwny Qumn       [Houtt ol Ekott 
Jrm of Mod fJH*L 
WtxtWeTttot 
(^rrJtotogy      |tot*mM MatV OB-Gyn 
Ifl V»womnt the Apr*, 
to* Edmon   Clean Machine Per Power 
ErrkKtainmem Tonight', Magnum PI 
Sophia I if 
m A., 
**Vi  Brass Tugi 
(ki Slereo) 
.. .    •*. f.-Ir- iBarbeau R 
TrtMt tt John Lenten |R| (In Stereo) 
in Rock    UqudTV 
MT Moore     'oragrwl 
Truck Power     Winners 
AC1S 
120 (ki Stereo) 
Sweating 
annady    |  Tit Target 
Movw   ••    Bitty    lemi'.t', 
|Movle: Oklahoma! (1955) G 
»»t4t*Tunu* 
IR, 
Bobby Jones Gospel " 
wad Turkey 
'video Gospel 
Cotege Footbal Syracuse tt Miami 
J Anterberg 
ACTS 
BadB-- 
'Paid Program 
Remfjrandts 
Farrwy "Physiciens       'internal ModK 
Amei Lobetar 'wtdkfe Jour    'wtdtfe Teles 
Personal Dwry 'Bttok Man'   lead Story 
Ouckpm Bowkng  
Superman       [Don** Reed     Petty Duke     t2f*ght 
Speed Beauty |0ur Way Eiplr America Remodekng 
*John Ottten   'Larry Jones      Paid Program   Paid Program 
'khdpomt tOn «w Law 
'rtotywd Imude >aid Program    Paid Program  >tid Program 
Veto Program 'Paid Program  [Paid Program   Paid Program 
Movw •••   "v Savage innocents  H959i A"ihrjp» 'jumr, 
Paid Program   Part Program    Paid Program  [Paid Program 
'Owiotaur' (Ri ^^_^^        *** 'urkey      Amer Lobster 
'Pud Program   Paid Program    Paid Program   Paid Program 
'Cotege Footbe* '/jutt '.w*t* at Oemum 
V 
THE BUTT. 
Wilti every puff, 
your health could be 
going up m smoke 
If you'd like 
to kick the habil but 
you need help, can 
your local Amencan 
Cancer Society 
It could be the first 
step to quthng 
lor He 
I'ag. H The Rotunda  November 17, 1992 
Student in profile: 
John Mcmahon 
By Joe Nag) 
Staff Writer 
Hunk you've had .1 lough week ' 
Did you lose ;■?lutk change in the 
-<xl,i machine and kl n rum yom 
da) ' Well II11 does- d you arc thai 
type of person- then you should meet 
someone 
Chances are you have already 
seen   bin      His   name   is  John 
Mcmahon, and though only a fresh- 
man in terms of college life, in reality 
one finds him to be well ahead of 
most Insl yeai students 
During Memorial Da) weekend 
in i°x\ John was skateboarding 
down a lull 111 Ins I alls Church. Va 
neighborhood,  when Ins weekend 
was nidely interrupted by an oncom- 
1 nv cat 
liilin never saw the vehicle thai 
I lipped him from its windshield, only 
to hurl hun 30 feel from the point of 
initial impai 1 
In net l<>))>i knew nothing Of the 
whole experience until one month 
later, when lie woke up lioin a deep 
coma and one ofhis friends described 
II io him ai bedside 
Well, end ol Story,right? Now he 
lives happily ever alter, right? Well 
yes. he hascoinplclcly rclcarncdhow 
to walk, and things have gotten bet- 
HI 
lie learned to beat outol one eat 
and still strains to see, despite a 2091 
\ ision loss   I hings do gel belter. 
While most teenagers were out 
watching file works and playing soft- 
ball thai summer, Icon was busy 
trying 10 CBlCfa up 
His ihcrapy progressed rapidly. 
lei lohn was not 10 be slopped He 
si;uied seventh grade on schedule, 
though he only had a hall day ol 
1 lasses 
When asked il he were hitler at 
anyone alter the accideni. he replied 
1I1,11 lie "had ail entirely new appre- 
ciation tor life alter being so ncai 10 
death I studied hard, |and| got A's 
and D's instead ol ("sand D's " 
Hie ellorl paid oil. and by the end 
ol his seventh grade year, his fellow 
sludeiils and teachers voied him the 
"Most Outstanding Student" at Coc- 
[xi Intermediate School. 
John's new zest lor hie was evi- 
dent outside Use classroom also  At 
dances, 111 the calclena. or just any- 
where, lie loves to meet people. 
John is sure that he is "the most 
uninhibited person I know." Unlike 
most Ireshmaii. who pretty much 
keep 10 themselves m an attempt 10 
be unobtrusive, John Edward 
Mcmahon III makes an effort 10 be 
noticed. He will sit down at a table in 
the lunchroom and kick up a conver- 
sation with whomever happens 10 be 
sitiing then 
And John is no couch potato, 
spending his tree time playing 
Nintendo or watching "Wayne's 
World" lor the fifteenth lime. 
Chances are most people could 
never keep up with John His weekly 
schedule reads like a Kocky movie- 
up at 5:30 to run, study from 6:30- 
7:30. breakfast at 7:30, classes, run 
again ( he runs o<) miles a week) 
Mosi students don't realize that 
there even u a 5:30 in the morning. 
On his days Off, John visits die 
local animal shelter to give die dogs 
a run. 
Is this guy trying lo run tor presi- 
dent ! 
John loves I ongWOOd, and he's 
met many people, but he still has a 
lew suggestions as to what he would 
like to see improved. 
"lirst, open  die dining hall at 
6:00am, because 1 am tiredof eating 
cereal in my room," said John, "and 
second, would someone please en- 
force the quiet hours on 10th floor 
Curry.'!" 
John has major plans lor the lu- 
turc. I lc wants to pledge a fraternity 
in the spring, (his lather was a char- 
ter member of an Alpha Sigmachap- 
ter in Pa.), and is thinking about 
majoring in sports medicine. 
He also hopes 10 overcome his 
narcolepsy, a sleeping disorder 
which was brought on by the acci 
deni John is currently on medica- 
tion to fight ii, but will occasionally 
fall asleep in class His instructors 
are aware of this disorder, and know 
he is not hung-over or merely rude 
TIMEX Fitness Week held 
B) Kim Chapman 
Rotunda Staff 
The -4th Annual I MI XI itness Week, presented by 
Ocean Spray Brand fruit drinks, and sponsored by 
I hiccloi ol IntranuiralsandCampusReaenlnin Carolyn 
( allaway. was held lor the first lime here on campus 
from Monday, October I9til through Sunday, October 
25, 1992. TIMKX and (Vean Spray expected no fewer 
than 250 Colleges 10 participate in the 2 mile fun run. 
«.ilk program, and the World's 1 JTgeSt Aerobics ('lass 
Long wood's participation didn't begin until Wednes- 
day. ( k lobci 21st due lo I all break. Despite having just 
returned to campus, more than 30 students, faculty, and 
staff laced up tbeii running shoes for the 2 mile loop 
around si hool and the chance to win prizes offered by 
the corporate sponsors, 
First place in the run went io I'lie Ruange with a time 
ol 10 52 Rounding out the top three were Mark Heoherg 
ai 12 lOandAitbon) Dickens a) 12: IS. The lop female 
iiiiisiui was i tabby Suydatn with a time of 15:07. 
Iliiiisday saw me World's I argesl Aerobics Class 
make its way into Lancer Hall for die 8pm start Ihe 
idea ol Ihe world's largest class dealt widi ever) 
participating college lo begin ihe class ai exactly die 
same lime, thus creating a huge number ol aerobici/ers 
around die country. Forty-five Longwood students 
entered the class and had a fun-filled and healthy 
evening. 
Last, but certainly not least, the TIMEX FITNESS 
WEEK sponsored a walk program throughout the 
duration of die week's events Individuals' recorded 
their walked miles and turned them in to determine the 
winner Brenda Ferguson finished 1 st with 34.5 miles, 
while Vivian Bommer and Saudi Scarborough re- 
corded 22 8 and 18.5 miles to win 2nd and 3rd plans. 
respectively. 
Although this was the first time Longwood had 
participated in the fitness Week, Callaway was quoted 
as saying, "Considering it was the first year, we had a 
lot of students participating All in all. everyone was 
excited and pleased with the whole week. We are 
looking forward to next year with belter organization, 
more events, and the lull week of fun " 
Fraternity ousted for racial slur 
(continued from page i> 
[he (lurk organizations at the 
universit) reacted strongly lothe m 
cident, officials said  The school's 
soioiiliishaUniiisa||opailicip.lli' 
in Pi Kappa I'ln's annual pintail- 
lluopic War ol die Koses lootball 
tournament this year 
Ihe ruling against the lialcmily 
WtBunexpected.although welcomed, 
said Jonathan Bums, managing edi- 
tor Of the Kcd and Black, the campus 
new spapci   "I he students seem very 
pleased with die decision 
l'i Kappa Phi is die seventh li.i 
tenuty to be suspended from the Uni- 
versity oi Georgia campus since 
1980, 
TACOO'BELL 
Chicken Soft Taco 
1$ Here!! 
••••••• 
I New Trial Basis Weekend Hours : 
Saturday Noon-10pm 
Sunday Noon - 8pm 
Starting Jan. 21, L993 
STOP BY TODAY AT LANCER CAFE • 395-2121 
John Mcmahon I'liulu bi Juc .Nau 
[Fall break trip to Orlando retold 
By Kim Chapman 
Rotunda Staff 
"M-I-C. Sec you real soon"     Not! 
"K-F.-Y, Why.'"— Because I have no money left! 
••M-O-U-S I'- 
ll has been a month since my mother and I ventured down south to the land of cartoon mice, ducks and 
dogs, and 1 am just now able to dear my mind ol dial oh-so-cheery club starring everyone's favorite, 
Annette lunicello. 
While the majorit) Of you were busy loading basket alki basket ol dirty laundry lor mom to wash over 
fall Break. I hoarded a plane bound lor Orlando. Florida and Walt Disney World 
I arrived in Orlando shortly after 9:30 P.M but didn't actually gel lo the hotel until after 3 A.M.. due 
to my mother's delayed plane and a mix-up at the rental car agency. 
Let's just say dial I was not a happy traveler when the operator called the next morning at 8 A.M. to 
let us know ii was time lo start spending our money. 
And spend some money, we did Alter drawing straws to decide where to begin our adventure, we 
decided to tour Disney/ MGM Studios Getting there was no problem— we found the place easily, paid 
S4 for parking, and caughl a tram (what exactly is a tram?) lo the ticket windows 
We then purchased a 4-day pass This was not only more economical than buying a ticket each day. it 
also allowed us unlimited access to all 3Disney parks (Magic Kingdom, M( iM Studios, and Kpcot Center) 
at any time during our stay, and ihe 4 days could be at any time in our hte-not just this trip. 
Someone told us that MGM was more of a kids' type place with attractions such as the Little Mermaid, 
Beauty and the Beast, Siar Wars, and The Muppets. to name just a lew I am definitely not ashamed to 
say I had a blast at each ol the above events; I think my mother had even more fun than I did! 
The highlight of MGM was the Backstage Tour to the costume department, movie and television sets, 
and the prop/lighting/camera sections of this working production set Catastrophe Canyon was the focal 
point of this tour as the tram (there's that train again) conveniently stopped on a very rickety road while 
we were treated to explosions, rumblings, and die release ol over 70 million gallons of rushing water. We 
were then told Ihe secret ol the canyon— special effects crews programmed each movement into a 
computer so each person witnesses the same thing. 
Another attraction I enjoyed was the Superstar Television Show Actual members of the audience are 
chosen to act out famous scenes from shows such as "( heers". "Gilligan's Island". "The Golden Girls" 
and "I Love Lucy". ()l course-, the actual stars were not there; instead, the audience member was filmed 
doing his or her part and then video-spliced into the original episode ol the show to make it appear real. 
We ended up spending all day at M( iM, so at 7 P.M.. we caughl the shuttle to Lpcot Center. This proved 
to be a good move since a majority of the tourists had already left and the watting lime for rides was less 
than s minutes, 
Lpcot Center, or "Experimental Prototype Community Of Tomorrow", Is not meant for young 
children, in the rides or games sense As an adult. I could fully appreciate Ihe attractions ol each individual 
building. 
Especially interesting was Ihe new center devoted to ihe human body. There was a great ride (I can say 
that after downing a bottle of I'eplo Bismol) dial look us on a mission inside die linger to remove a splinter. 
The "ride"' was jus) a car on suspension systems that icrkeil us around as we watched a huge projection 
screen to create Ihe feeling Of dodging while Mood cells and capillaries 
Ihe next day, we chose to stray from I )isney and headed to I Iniversal Studios. If I remember correcUy, 
admission was $35 per person, but we soon found out it was worth every penny. 
Universal is the home ol Nickelodeon Studios, so we look a backstage tour It was OK once again 
my mother had a more enjoyable lime, especially watching some poor girl from the audience get the 
infamous "slime'' dumped 00 her head 
[he main aiii.u lions ai I Iniversal were the E I Ride, with hundreds of the terrestrial in all sizes, 
wishing you luck asyou ti\ 10 save Iheil planet; Hack to the Future—another car ride with the movement 
sensations;Earthquake I he Knlc. a simulated experience ol surviving a 7 X earthquake inCaliloniia; and 
ihe Konglroniaiion a trolley car ride through the street! ol New York as the giant ape is coming after 
you. 
I fell thai MI iM was ihe betta place io sec ihe behind-tbe scenes stuff while i Iniversai was better lor 
rides Both were lots of fun, very clean, and set upnicelj 
We spent one lull da> at lpcot. alter only managing to ftM n lor two hours the Insi night With the 
futuristic music, architecture and overall future-living theme, I couldn't help but feel as jj I'd stepped into 
ihe 2ist cenuiiv [he technology was astounding, from plants growing in midair in riie I and, lo the 
computer generated games In I and of Imagination, 
ihe final da) In < hiando was spent ai the Magic Kingdom We didn't have much time due travel 
nmngements, shopping and otha unplanned events, so we only went on two rides, That was okay with 
me. as I have been there before and knew what lo expect 
friends 
rheo 
building 
Ihe newest attraction to ihe Kingdom is "Splash Mountain", ■?log flume featuring the story of Brer 
Rabbit through Ihe mountain before plunging 1 stories through the Briai Patch lo rescue fee rabbil and bis 
I heotliei'-iidi   was MH actually M .iiu.iscmciit.hiii moicol a knowledge-supplied nde through certain 
ii in s. mi hiding Spat e Mountain It was interesting going inside the Mountain this time because nW 
. because there 
was a maja renovation going on and all the lights had been turned on, instead oi the usual blackness 
l left 85 degree weatha in I h lando to return to45 degrees In I anm ille and anotha bundled week ol 
claues I cannot remembei such.. great lime ova rail break; I did not regrei going back lodtrti clothes 
at all, and would do it again in a Micke) Mouse heartbeat 
' 
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Entertainment 
Fragrence makes the man: Versace 
and Joopl, set the mood 
In this fast-paced, col throat, 
pseudo-social conscience world, the 
need to be presentable and accept- 
able is a must 
Not only in what a man wears a 
what he has on his (eel. hut also in the 
way hesmells like Aimed blooded, 
American woman can tell you that a 
well placed dab ol "Eternity" is an 
instant linn on    So lor all you lei 
lows out there, bereare lometips. 
For everyday endeavors around 
campus. Etagrences like "Giorgio," 
"Obsession."' and "Claiborne," 
which are VCIN popubu scents, are 
enough to turn female heads as you 
gO ftom class lo class 
For weekend events, try the ab 
street, yet compelling scent ol 
"JiHip'. "orihelruitinessol'I ahren- 
heit." And tor the more "laid back 
heart-breaker." try the egnimatic 
scent Of 'Cool Water." 
When your significant oilier in- 
sists that you spend some quality 
romantic time with her because your 
relationship is stagnent, shock her 
with a splash ol the ever popular 
scent ol "Eternity. 
<)i n\ something new. such 88 
"Versus," by Gianni Versace. To 
add some unexpected kick to the 
mood, try Elizabeth Taylors' "Pas- 
sion" for men 
Pbr those (headed job interviews, 
making a statement with yourodorls 
too risk)    n you must weat some 
tiling, the subtleness (.|  "Dtakkar 
X- i 
< Ihambti MUM. < looceri in be presented on Nov 19 it Bpm in Wygal Recital Hall 
inne Kong, harpsichordist  She will perform works b) I.S Bacn,D ScirLun 
and !•'. Couperin 
Noir" or "Xcryus." by Ciivenchy. is 
suitable. 
Wearing a fragrence is only rec- 
ommended to add that bit of confi- 
dence needed to confront an intimi- 
dating potential boss. 
But if you already have an inate 
sense of confidence your natural 
scent, go with it. 
Please guys, remember that it's 
nice to show you are a man. but you 
should do so smelling like one, not 
like Mr. (ioodwrench or Tar/an. 
Leather Hot 
This Winter 
Leather, usually encasing 
one's feet or draped over shoul- 
ders in jacket form. At it's best 
it is worn, yet still shiney. 
Form fitting, yet almost al- 
ways in black (which is still the 
preferred color of bikers and 
those fellows who dwell in the 
world of die underground). 
But as an alternative to the 
alternative, I present to you die 
white (or off-white ) leather 
jacket in the traditional biker- 
style. 
'Ihe white leather jacket of- 
fers a fresh new look when worn 
with a sleek black T-shirt, and 
basic black, form fitting pants, 
and of course finishing of die 
ensamble widi the shoes. 
This combination is an ab- 
stract, and striking way of look- 
ing at black and white, but hey, 
shock die world. 
And what makes a white 
leadier jacket so appealing is 
that it is very hard to find, and 
will probably cost anywhere 
from $500 to SI,000. 
IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START 
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS 
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT. 
Cui't afford to save for retirement? 
The truth is, you can't afford not to 
Not when you realise that youi retirement 
. .in last goto |oyeai - oi more You II want 
to live ..i Icaat ai i omfortabh, then as you 
do now Ami that takes planning. 
lU Martina to save now, you i ."> take 
advantage ol taa deferral and give your 
monej time to compound and grow 
Conaidei this set aside just Si >* h 
month beginnin dyou can 
accumulate ov< 9* bj thetime 
rou rcai h age 85 But wail ten years and 
you'll '' month 
lore imegoaJ. 
SUtrt planning yenrfitturr. ( 
I van if you're not counting the years to 
ret irement, you can count on T1AACR1 I 
to help yOU I HI 1 lil the future sou deserve— 
with I Irxihli- i clirement and tax-delen id 
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of invest 
ni . hums, and a record of personal 
iei v H c thai spans 75 yeai ■?
( K11  a million people in education and 
reaeai ch put 11A A CRBF at the top ol 
their list foi retirement planning. Win not 
join them' 
l\ and learn how simple n is 
to 11111 Id a MI u if tomorrow when \ mi 
li.i\ e time and TIAA CREF working on 
11 tide 
mil «r Inr.Umrnt Hmtlin* 1 800 842-2888. 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it. 
V 
Shamen's boss drum offers industrial rock 
By Slackmaster J 
/ he Shumen 
Bosf l>rum 
1992 
The British group. Ihe 
Shamen, has come out with 
a new release. Boss Drum. 
Ii is an album with great 
s liict> and new sound. 
The Shamen's last great 
hit was l991'suMove Any 
Mountain." which hit #1 on 
the charts in the U.K. 
This industrial dance 
music is played at some of 
the downtown clubs in Washington 
DC most notably the Fifth Col- 
umn, famous lor its packed Monday 
nights. 
The Shamen's first song on the 
new release is ihe title track "Boss 
Drum." which is a highly rhythmic 
piece with background drum noise 
and new sound 
Probably their best dance song. 
"(LSI) Love Sex Intelligence." which 
should go quite far on the charts 
"Lbcnee/er Goode," the fifth 
song, is another rhythmic, new 
sound piece 
Then most unique song b 
the sixth on the track, "Comin 
(>n." which starts out like mne 
oi I ed Zeppelin's songs. 
1 "his song is the closest thing 
lo Country Industrial music 
"Phoreui People." the M\ 
enlh track, is also a favorite. It 
sounds like the British gmup. 
Ya/. in some pans of the song 
I highly recommend this ai- 
bum li has already had an 
impact in the UK and will 
hopefully have a similar im- 
pact here. 
DISPATCH    FROM MAGAZINE 
IS 
Foulmouthed left-wing radio personality 
Casey Kasem decided to do something nice, 
in a publicity-generating sort of way, for 
his daughter Liberty's second birthday. At a 
party for her, to which Kasem had invited 
megastars such as David Hasselhoff, the 
highlight was supposed to be a trained sea 
lion. As guests looked on aghast, Kasem s 
dainty, heart-shaped swimming pool, in 
which the animal was performing, turned a 
deep shade of sea-lion-excrement brown. 
There were no defecating aquatic mammals 
at the party Tina Brown threw as her last act 
as Vanity Fair's editor—the sea lion would 
never have dared. During her final days at 
Vanity Fair, Tina's tradition of petty micro- 
management was carried on against V/; 
cover girl Ivana Trump alter she splashed 
herself on the covers ol Penthnoe and I Mrs. 
When Mrs Trump's people asked Tina's 
people for a few free copies, they were told 
no—they would have to go out and buy 
them. A few weeks earlier, when Brown and 
the Bravo cable network were i olios ting a 
party, some little nobody from Bravo sent 
her a pre-party note addressing her simply 
as Tina." Brown was made apoplectic by 
the presumption and actually had an assis- 
tant call Bravo and berate them for the 
lapse Fortunately for Brown, Ivana isn't as 
excitable as Sylvester Stallone After Brown 
called die action figure "a joke" in a TV in- 
terview, he reportedy fumed to a friend, // 
/ m ever at a party u lib that bitch. I 'II kill her. 
At tins time "t year, window shopping is a 
favorite pastime of all New Yorkers, and 
one romantic evening. Mike Nichols and Di- 
ane Sawyer gazed for a long time at the 
pricey wares of a store on Madison Avenue. 
Their arms entwined, Mike and Diane 
stared bewitched; she nuszled Ins shouldei. 
and he kissed her brow. They were not 
liKiking into an antique! Store, however, or 
a boutique, but rather into I-obel's, a fash- 
ionable butcher. Let's skip the movie, one 
spouse must have said to the other over 
dinner, and just go look at MM me./t ) 
HISTORY  Of   LEASHED 
CNC-Piete       CUP-on 
ROPE £HAIN 
MARNE^     rerRACTAsce   teium**. PHONE 
Type MOPEU 
MMWUV ■"> 
SALE  - 2 FOR 1   - SALE 
MICRO STAR COMPUTER SOFTWARE 
For IBM and Compatibles 
A 
to   ' 
A? 
REG. PRICE $4.99 singles R     , @R      |ar Price 
$14.95 multipaks \ -        .7        . get 2nd of equal or 
5 1/4 or 3 1/2 Diskettes ,esser va,ue " FRFE! 
Longwood College Bookstore OPEN 9 5 M-F 395-2084 
I'uge 10 The Rotunda November 17,1992 
Lack of access: insufficient space cited as problems 
Longwood's Library fails to 
serve all student's needs 
By Jennie Fennell 
.Staff Writer 
l hll new library     is il ;i help 
iui resource or ;i grand waste ol 
spai e' 
it is evident tli.it the library 
has many problems There are 
some improvements, but the stu- 
dents still fiercely complain 
One of the most common In- 
quiries is why aren't all the hooks 
and magazines available on open 
shelves? 
According to acting Library 
i Hrector, Rebecca Laine,there is 
less Mack space than uset and 
serviie space. 
The new. and as yet unnamed, 
library has seating space lor 99, 
seven classrooms, five small* 
group Study rooms, and 26 indi- 
vidual carrels. Therefore, it is 
possible for groups to hold classes 
or workshops 
Although the shelves on the 
I ibrary of Congress side oi the 
library seem near!) empty, there 
is not enough room lO shelve all 
the material. 
However, as students request 
hooks Iron) the basement, the 
hooks are shelved when they are 
returned 
Another complaint is that 
it is confusing tohavetwoclassi 
(nation  systems      Mrs    Lame 
agrees. "We adopted the Library 
ofCongresssystembackin 1984. 
I /    //f 
/   /##■•) 
[I f y\-} i 
because it is better suited to the 
needs ol the larger libraries. We 
already had about 175,000 vol- 
umes in the Dewcy system, and 
no extra  money to reclassif) 
them " 
Some students also wonder 
why they are not allowed to 
browsethroughthebooks located 
m the ground floor of the library. 
The reasoning behind this is 
thai the ground floor space is not 
completely finished. The fl(*>r- 
ing, ventilation, and lighting do 
not meet the same standards as 
the user area. It was never in- 
tended lor public use. 
Another complaint is that the 
photocopying process takes too 
long and often one or more of the 
machines are hroken. 
One possible solution to this 
problem, as well as an additional 
source of in revenue, would be 
the adoption of the copycard sys- 
tem. 
This has worked well at other 
colleges A card can be purchase!I 
fbf one dollar, allowing the user 
20 copies 
Bach time the cardholder uses 
the photocopier, he oi she inserts 
(he card and it is validated. 
The suggested incentive for 
this is to raise the price of each 
copy to ten cents if using coins. 
but keep the price of five cents 
lor those using the card. The 
increase in price could be the 
source of money to buy new copi- 
ers, This system could begin as 
early as this spring. 
TT»c library is not open every 
night until midnight due to the 
lack of funds. 
"When the state's budget 
problems were at their worst, the 
library began closing at 10 p. m. 
instead of 1 1 p.m. last year, the 
college provided funds to restore 
the lost hours It was decided to 
keep the library open during the 
busiest part of the semester," 
comments Mrs. Laine. 
The library is now open until 
midnight Monday through Thurs- 
day, and Sunday. 
The transition of moving into 
a larger building requires re-ar- 
rangement of the whole system. 
More people joined the staff this 
year, as well as specialists and 
technicians. 
There is a complaint box in 
the library. The staff is alsoopen 
to suggestions. 
Mrs. I ai ne offers this advice: 
"If people knew the reasoning 
behind the library's problems, 
they would better understand. 
They could make helpful sug- 
gestions, too." 
\ nil Mil' III    II 
r f -H-kT^ 
M    i .*   i    |   t   4    i     II      i     i 
1 inp(\ shelves in the new Longwood library l*hulu lu Li in Mi L D 
Longwood College student orga- 
nizations are banding together in De- 
cember to promote awareness of the 
plight of individuals who are stricken 
with Acquired Immune Deficiency - 
A.I.D.S., and to help the effort to halt 
the spread of this deadly disease 
which is taking its toll among all 
groups in our society. These organi- 
zations will be making red ribbon 
bows, which will be distributed in the 
Rotunda area of Ruffner on Decem- 
ber 1,1992 -- A.I.D.S. Awareness Day. 
Any student or organization inter- 
ested in helping with this project, 
please contact Dr. Chrys Kosarchyn 
at 2543. 
Thank you. 
GRE test offered for first time on computer 
(Continued from page 4) 
many minutes arc left in each 35- 
minute section so test taken can pace 
themselves I ike the traditional test, 
there are six operational sections and 
one pretest section, hut on the com- 
puter lest a student can go on to the 
next section without waiting. 
Tht computer and paper version 
Of the test arc the same; each con 
tains sections that measure verbal, 
quantitative and analytical abilities 
The computer test is offered more 
frequently. Thepaper-and-pencil test 
Is offered five times a year, while the 
computer test will he availahle at 
S> Ivan (enters on Mondays, Inurs- 
dayi and Saturdays. University test 
will vary from sch<x>l tOSChOOl. 
Schools participating in the com- 
puterized testing include MSI I. Ari- 
zona Stale ITuiversily, I Iniversity of 
Arizona, Miami-Dadi Community 
College, Xavier University in New 
' N leans, 1 'Diversity of Houston, and 
Norfolk Stale University. 
About 1,2(K) students participated 
in field trials earlier this year, and 
most liked the results, Kuh said. 
There were no significant differences 
in results from field computer tests 
and paper-and-pencil tests, she said. 
The scores will be reported to 
institutions within three weeks, rather 
than die four to six weeks with the 
traditional test. 
"We are really excited ahout this. 
Il will be a nice alternative," said 
MSU's Trevarthen 
. "i/ f'n' 
Student Union Campus Calendar 
Tuesday 
November 17 
Wednesday 
November 18 
Thursday 
November 19 
Friday 
November 20 
Saturday 
November 21 
Sunday 
November 22 
Information on events should 
be submitted to the Rotunda 
Box 2901 by the Thursdaypre- 
ceding the appropriate issue of 
the paper. 
Monday 
November 23 
Student Government 
Association: Si ■?\ meets 
lpm l inkford 
Buckingham Room 
c unninghami l t< ture 
Sertea \u and ^ our 
l m ironmenl by M.irk 
Baldridge 7pm S Curtn 
4th Plow 
Chamber Music Series 
loanne Kong, harpsi 
chord 8pm Wygal 
Rotunda Staff Meeting: 
vVe need you   come join 
us1 6pm Rotunda Office 
ground floor Lankford 
BSU Meeting: 7pm 
Faculty Colloquium i at 
ture: "Women and Men 
m Dual Income I amilies 
Frustating Yet Fulfilling 
b) Mr Lee Bidwell 
• 10pm Wygal 
LP Lecture:    "Shooting 
Bat k   by Photographer 
Inn Hubbard Bpm i om 
monwealth Room 
Great American 
Smokeout 
College Council: 
11:20am, Amelia Room 
Commuter Student Asso- 
ciation: (!SAmeets lpm 
t ommuter l ounge 
Lancer      Productions: 
Meetin 1:15pm 
I .inkford 
I ongwood Aaaembl) 
l 15pm A B C Rooms 
Series ot Performing 
Aits: Hometown Christ 
mas Bpm larman 
nation Ends 
Women's Basketball In- 
vitational: o <s: Spin 
Lancer Hall. 
LP Movie:    "Leathai 
Weapon 111." 9pm Coin 
monwealth Ballroom 
DUco Party: WLCXspon 
wrs        car Cafe V 
Imission FREE! 
Women's Basketball In- 
vitational: 2 & 4pm 
I ancer l [all. 
Men's jV Basketball: 
Fork Union. 7:30pm 
I ancer l Kill 
Laser  Karoake:    9pm 
afe 
Men's JV Basketball:    Cholesterol Screening: 
Lynchburg.  2pm Lancer   Student Health.    10am- 
Hall lpm $3.75 exact. 
Concert: Longwood 
Band. 8pm Jarman 
LP Movie: "Leathal 
Weapon III." 9pm Com- 
monwealth Ballroom 
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ACROSS 
1 Where Jakarta 
Is 
5 Where Valletta 
la 
10 Singer Lana 
14 Translucent 
Silica 
15 Com tal la lion 
16 Lack o( means 
17 Deadly night 
shads 
19 Ptsassd 
20 King ol Psrsla 
21 Apt to vary 
23 Cargo ship 
25 Plant 
26 Qum-ylsldlng 
trass 
29 Solar disk 
31 Landonol 
polHlcs 
34 Kltchsn 
apptlsncss 
35 Qrass usad 
lor hay 
36 Narrow inlet 
37 Stormy 
38 - ballerina 
39 Headline* 
40 Building wing 
41 Xebec snd dhow 
42 Was 
conspicuous 
43 Apprehend 
44 Water buffalo 
45 Bet 
46 Baking chamber 
48 Famous 
50 One skilled in 
atrsds 
53 Woolly 
56 Camp beds 
57 Campaniles 
60 Short Jacket 
61 "—en Rosa" 
(Plsf song) 
62 Settlement In 
Greenland 
63 Eur. capital 
64 Indiana 
65 Valley 
DOWN 
1 Chore 
2 Tip 
3 Farewell. 
Brutus 
1 2 3 
' 1 ' 1 7 1 ' I to n It 11 14 " H 17 11 •• ?0 ?i r 
23 
"    1 
" » I! ?■?
_ 
■?" 30 i ~ 3» J« 
_ 
■?' " 
il ■?" ■?■?P 40 1 " ■?43 " ■?" 
' 
47 1' 
" 
M il M 
* 
44 55 
S* 1 " M M M " i ■?II " " 
? 
a 
u 
c 
0) a 
ISSUE • ]< DOSHOWSUkE 
THE MclAUMllNOlOW' BfMtAK 
A TttHP IN mSKA TO RUJUCfc 
EPrrowAi. c»*CTivrryTD 
fViKTlSAM  SHOWMAMaup? 
HOI AND DID W KNOW 
THE AFRICAN fOKTlNEXT 
15 HUCH pitta THAN 
WHnTpiOrUWWTTDlH 
MEUi&AfJ 
NO) AND DO tOU KNOW 
HOW HANY WLASElS WED 
TO MAKE 1HIS- 
, "Vwrotovt A VACAOWV 
C19W Tr«on« M«o» Same**. Inc 
*' Rignti RcurvM 
4 In. 
dlrsction 
5 Cover girls 
6 Came up 
7 — Yutang 
8 Very large 
quantities 
9 Curse 
10 Wreth 
11 Hung.composer 
12 Spout of s 
vssssl 
13 Whirlpool 
18 Angles on 
brsnehes 
22 Lscosts 
24 N. J river 
26 US biographer 
27 Sp. province 
28 Shape of some 
trousers 
30 Selleck end 
Smothers 
32 Forest vine 
33 Got along 
35 Kind of muffin 
38 Easily moved 
ANSWERS 
3 T V a|s 3 1 H jl< H V 1 1 i 1  A V 1" 
y i » 3 mi 1 11 3 S ON V fj N vfsll, ; a 
nnnnn nnrin 
nunnnn  nnnn ruin Wftd Kingdom 
OPRAH'S RESUME PILE 
Ihotet1#vieon.lhof ftQinxj<y oslhotop4Kyiuti Bur I can't stop earing peanuts    Oion Issfaj 
39 Tailed 
41 Low voice 
42 OH Ice worker 
45 Asseverates 
47 Fr.rtvar 
49 Kukls's friend 
50 Maple genus 
51 News section 
for short 
52 -bear 
54 Slender bristle 
55 Of time 
58 56 
59 That girl 
Bom ttil* wee*: 
Danny DeVito, Nov. 17, 1944 
Linda Evans, Nov. 18. 1943 
Jodie Foster. Nov. 19, 1962 
Meg Ryan. Nov 19. 1962 
GoldieHawn.Nov.21. 1945 
H 
4 r* 
SCOP 
4$H s££!S£— 
Nov  15-21, 1992 
ARIE8 March 21- April 20 
It seems that someone wants to come back Into 
your life. That's fine, as long as you have a firm 
grasp ol how this will affect other close ties. 
TAURUS April 21-May 20 
Your base of operations is now strengthened by 
your recent resolve and determination. Love won't 
be a stranger by week's end. 
GEMINI May 21-June 20 
Calls, get-togethers and surprise visitors are 
threaded throughout the week You should know 
that home base requires your time and attention. 
CANCER June 21-July 22 
Others may be playing games But right now, 
you're more interested in resultsl Therefore, 
launch your own money-making projects. 
LEO July 23-Aug. 22 
Seize the moment — at the right moment. This 
means that you'll have the Insight, this week, to 
work successfully with finances 
VIRGO Aug. 23-Sept 22 
Allow yourself to become familiar with the new ter- 
rain around you Then, give one of those fantastic 
performances that usually amaze everyone 
LIBRA Sapt. 23-Oct. 22 
mi can be an incredibly social time. However, 
you must maintain control of all the elements now, 
especially your own emotions. 
SCORPIO Oct. 23-Nov 22 
Work and income are twin themes this week 
Know that the proper use ol facts and figures will 
give you the support you require 
SAGITTARIUS Nov. 23-Dec 21 
Outlines, concepts and new formats have you 
deeply involved In a different process Discover its 
favorable impact on your work 
CAPRICORN Dae. 22-Jan. 19 
Your sense of direction is restored You will In- 
crease your efforts now, especially as they relate 
to long-range ideas, concepts and strategies 
AQUARIUS Jan. 20 Feb   18 
Sidestep those who would discourage your fa- 
vored alliances and agreements In fact, money 
could come through by week's end 
PISCES Fab. 19-March 20 
The work scene, and your relations with co-work- 
ers, are about to enter a new stage The ability to 
renegotiate an agreement surfaces for you 
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10 Veterans back for upcoming season 
Basketball team looks solid 
With 10 veteran players, lour Matt- 
er! and some talented recruits on 
hand, Longwood men's basketball 
coach Ron Carr is excited about the 
I-ancers' possibilities forthe upcom- 
ing season. 
"We are fortunate to have a large- 
group of experienced players relum- 
ing," said Carr. *'I feel good about 
our depth and experience level. The 
opportunity to be a solid learn exists. 
I am excited about the possibilities 
of this group." 
Longwoods opens play Nov. 23- 
24 in the Rotary Dixie Classic at 
Gardner-Webb College in Boiling 
Springs, N.C.. 'ITie Lancers will play 
Gardner-Webb at 7:00 and Pl'cilicr 
faces the Volna All-Stan at MX) in 
opening round action on die 23rd. 
On the following night, Longwood 
will play Pfeiffer at 7:00 while (i-W 
plays Volna at 9:00. 
The Lancers face a pair of lough 
foci right off the bat Pfeiffer has 
been ranked among the top three 
small college teams in die country by 
Street & Smith's, while Gardner- 
Webb is the defending South Allan- 
ticConferencc regular season champ. 
The Lancers will open their home 
schedule Dec. 4-5 in the 10th 
Par-Bil's Tip-Off Tournament. 
Longwood will play Davis & Llkins 
at 7:00 while Wingate and District of 
Columbia will square off at 9KJ0 in 
the other opening round contest. 
Lancers 14-14 l^ast Season 
Carr. now is his third season at the 
helm of NCAA Division II indepen- 
dent Long wood, guided a young team 
to a 14-14 mark last year. Now 25-31 
over two seasons, die I .ancer coach 
has had two years to bolster his pro- 
gram with an infusion of fresh faces 
Carr is optimistic about the season 
ahead. 
'"()ur players worked hard to be 
compel in ve last year," said die coach. 
"They faced an extremely difficult 
schedule dial was loaded with qual- 
ity teams. At times our youth really 
showed. However, we improved 
quite a bit over die course of the 
season I lopcfully, playing the strong 
schedule last year has made us more 
mature and helped us prepare for diis 
year." 
Longwood Basketball Outlook 2- 
2-2 
Longwood will draw strength 
from a group of five players who 
either started or logged considerable 
playing time last season. The most 
experienced inside perfonners are 
6-3 junior MVP Charles Brown, 6- 
6 senior Bryan Weaver and 6-4 se- 
nior Chuck Laster. Starting guards 
back from a year ago are 6-0 junior 
Michael Druitt and 6-3 sophomore 
J.B. Neill 
In 1991-92 Brown averaged 13.4 
pis and 5.1 rebs,, Weaver 13 pts. and 
6.8 rebs. and Ulster 9.1 pts. and 4.6 
rebs. DniiN averaged 7.4 pis., while 
leading the team in assists with 108 
and steals with 41. Neill. who tied or 
broke several game and season 
records for 3-point shooting, scored 
9J ppg. while hitting 893 percent of 
his free throws. 
Behind this group are three play- 
ers who made key contributions 
inspite of injuries, and a pair of valu- 
able backcourl reserves. Senior 
swing player Keith Crablree who 
stands 6-3, 6-4 sophomore Matt 
Watkins and 6-7 junior Adam 
Huffman will play important roles 
lor the lancers this year.   Reserve 
guards Buddy Whitehurst, a6-3 jun- 
ior, and 6-1 sophomore Tony Wools 
both have a year's experience under 
their belts. 
Longwood's seven-member 
freshman class includes players with 
size, athletic ability and talent. In- 
coming backcourl players are 5-9 
Devone Johnson, and 6-0 William 
I'oxx lii die frontcourl are 6-6 Benji 
Webb. 6-7 Joe Jones, 6-6 Eddie 
Shelburne, 6-7 Aaron Bortz and 6-5 
B.G. Reid. 
For die first time in recent years 
Longwood will field a junior varslt) 
team wilh new assistant coach Scon 
Davis serving as the leader of the 
jayvees. Ten games are currently on 
tap for die junior varsity. With a total 
of 17 players on die Lancer squad, 
the junior varsity concept will allow 
some of die young players to gain 
additional playing time 
'Hirough the first 10 days of prac- 
tice I .ongwood was hit with just one 
major injury. Reserve guard Tony 
Wools suffered a severely sprained 
ankle and will be sidelined for set 
eral weeks. Coach Carr said that 
senior Chuck Laster has been look- 
ing particularly gixxl in practice. 
"Chuck has played consistently 
well in practice," said Carr. "He 
seems more focused than last year. 
I'm hoping he keeps it up " 
Carr feels the Lancers must im- 
prove defensively if they hope to 
realize their potential in the upcom- 
ing season. 
"As always our goal will be to 
raise our level of play each game." 
said ('arr "In order to do so we must 
become better defensivel) We an 
going to work hard to improve llns 
phase of our play " 
Ryan Ruu^'h runs in to kick the hull. Photo by Alex Rodriguez 
Lancers fall in VISA playoffs 
Host Season-Opening Tournament November 20-21 
Newcomers key to Lady 
Lancer hoop success 
Randolph-Macon used a first half 
goal from leading scorer Mike 
Henningtohandbostl ongwooda I- 
i) deieai m a Virginia Intercollegiate 
Soccer Association Playofl game 
Wednesda) afternoon 
Kenning, scoring ins eighth goal 
ol the season, broke loose and raced 
down field before booting a shot into 
the right corner ol the I ongwood 
goal with 25:10 left in the opening 
period Hi- break was set up when 
ihel ancers lost control neai midfield 
while attackinj! the R-MC goal, 
The Jackets, who have given up 
|iisi IJ goals all season, successfully 
blunted Longwood's comeback 
hopes in the second half. Randolph- 
Macon moved its record to 14-6-1 
lor the year. 
I .ongwood, which had eight shots 
loR-MC's 10, finished the seasonal 
10-8-1. The Lancers were forced to 
play without senior back Jason 
(lasano, who sal out the game after 
receiving a red card in a game UtSl 
Saturday. 
After Randolph-Macon  domi- 
nated the first half. Longwood in- 
creased the intensity of its attack in 
the second half. The Lancers had 
several good scoring opportunities, 
but were unable tocash in. It was (he 
final college game toi Casano and 
fellow -seniors Byron Edwards, Todd 
I )yer, Alan KiddandT.J. Shepardson. 
Randolph-Macon dropped a 2-1 
decision to Mary Washington Satur- 
day in Ashland as die Eagles won die 
1992 VISA title. MWC had beaten 
V irginia Wesktyan 2-0 Wednesda) 
in Norfolk to advance to the finals 
With just five reluming players, and only (wo with 
any real playing experience, die successof the 1992-93 
edition of Longwood's NCAA Division II women's 
basketball team will depend largely on the develop- 
ment of (his year's freshman recruiis. 
Longwood begins its record 14-game home sched- 
ule hosting the C & IVLady Lancer Invitational Friday 
night and Saturday afternoon. C;u son -Newman faces 
Francis Marion Friday at 6:00, while I .ongwood plays 
Virginia Union at 8:00. The consolation and champi- 
onship games are slated for Saturday afternoon at 2:00 
and 4:00. 
Finishing 8-18 a year ago, lOdi-year head coach 
Shirley Duncan, assisted by Loretia Coughlin. hopes 
for aquick transition from her talented incoming class 
"Obviously, we will be a very young team," com- 
mented Duncan. "But we have a gixxl nucleus relum- 
ing and some very talented freshmen. Their progress 
and transition will play a vital role in how we fair this 
season. 
"We'll be more exciting to watch this year wilh 
more running and pressing Defensively, we intend to 
press cndline-to-endline. Offensively, the three-pointer 
will be an integral part." 
Among die returning players are die junior duo of 
captain Cassie F.nsley and Ana Litton Ensley, a 5-6 
guard, averaged 14.7 points last season Additionally, 
Ensley handed out a team-high 133 assists ami made 
59 steals while sinking a school-record 54 three- 
pointers shooting 41 percent from the promised land. 
She is first in I .ongwood career diree-point field goals 
widi 95, as well as first in three-point shooting percent- 
age at .351. 
"Cassie will play primarily II die two-guard posi- 
tion, which is her more natural position." comments 
Duncan "She will be more effective as an off-guard 
Cassie will also give us outstanding leadership in her 
role as team captain." 
Litton, a 5-8 guard/forward, averaged a team-high 
14.9 points in 1991-92. Litton also averaged 4 6 
rebounds, made a Icani-lcading 70 steals and contrib- 
uted 76 assists I Icr 27 diree-poinlcrs was second on 
the squad and she additionally ranks among the lop 
11\ e at 1.(' in career three-pointers and three-point field 
goid shooting percentage. 
"AM is the best athlete on our le;un," said Duncan 
"She' II see most ol lier action at the small forward spot 
Her experience at guard last ycai will enable her to 
Utilize her skills belter al small forward, adding versa- 
tility to her fane as well as ours." 
Things gel interesting at this point Hie oilier three 
reluming players, senior Carl IX'llingei. along with 
sophomores Kirslen llillgaaul and Sonia Williams 
have little playing experience. Dellinger,a6-1 forward/ 
center, averaged 2.8 points and 3.0 rebounds in limited 
lime a year ago. 
Women's Basketball Preview 2-2-2 
"Cari is in an excellent situation to earn lots of 
playing lime," says Duncan. "She has nice moves 
around die basket and I know Cari is eager for die 
challenge." 
Hillgaard, a 6-2 center, and Williams, a 5-4 guard, 
each saw very little playing time last season Hillgaard 
scored 10 points and grabbed 16 rebounds, while Will- 
iams scored 27 points with 19 boards seeing action in 18 
and 19 games respectively. 
"Kirsten could see lots of playing time, and hei size 
makes her intimidating on the court," comments Duncan 
"Sonia walked-on and earned a scholarship last year as 
a point guard, but will be more effective as an off-guard 
this season with the opportunity for more playing time " 
Five newcomers join die program. They include 
Amy Bradley, Kerri Johnson. Sheri Llewellyn. Charity 
Owens, and Lisa Kiddlcbargcr. 
Bradley, a 5-8 guard, is from Lloyd C Bird High 
Schtxil. She averaged 13 points, seven assists, five 
steals, and four rebounds her senior season and will add 
versatility to (he team with her outstanding athletic 
ability. 
Johnson, a 5-4 point guard, averaged 21.3 points, 6 7 
assists, and 4.2 rebounds for Rivcrheads High last year 
Johnson is a lough competitor and possesses ihc ability 
to lead the team on the break. She's hard-nosed defen- 
sively as well. 
Llewellyn, a 5-10 forward, is from Amelia County 
High School and scored over I,(XX) points in her prep 
career She plays wilh a lot of heart according to Duncan 
and is capable of playing inside widi her back to die 
basket, or outside shooting the three-pointer 
Owens, a 5-11 forward, averaged 9.6 points and S.8 
rebounds al I.oudoun Valley High last season She 
attended the same high schtxil as former Longwood 
guard Tcna Philbrick ("92), now attending graduate 
school at Northeastern Louisiana    Owens has great 
athleticism and can ran the court very well. Her dedica- 
tion and desire should enable her to develop quickly at 
I -ongwexxi. 
Riddlebarger. a 5-5 point guaid. led BrookviUe High 
School to mi 82-15 record in her four year, as a ttartet 
She's a smart player al both ends of the court and should 
see plenty of playing time this season 
Longwood's schedule also includes the prestigious 
Dial Soap Classic hosied b> West Chester University 
Dec. 4-5, a tourney which also includes Division II 
powers Benlley andl.ixk Haven  Benile> was31-2 last 
advancing to die Division II Final Four 
ULTIMATE 
FITNESS 
Facilities Include: 
►Cardiovascular Equipment 
►Nutritional Analysis 
►Stationary Machines 
►Pro Shop 
•Wolff System Tanning Beds 
►Free Weights 
►Aerobics Classes 
►Personal Training 
►Seminars - Monthly 
$35 rest of semester 
Other Student Specials! 
•Aerobics step classes 
$20 rest of semester 
>LC students come in for a 
FREE workout with this ad 
Now is the Perfect Time to Begin Your 
ULTIMATE FITNESS PROGRAM! 
Hours 
Mon-Fri    6:00AM - 9:00PM 
Sat 9:00AM - 6:00PM 
Sun 1:00PM-6:00PM 
102 South Main Street 392-PUMP 
